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ON CONTINUITY EQUATIONS IN SPACE-TIME DOMAINS
YUMING ZHANG
Abstract. In this paper we consider a class of continuity equations that are conditioned to stay in
general space-time domains, which is formulated as a continuum limit of interacting particle systems.
Firstly, we study the well-posedness of the solutions and provide examples illustrating that the stability
of solutions is strongly related to the decay of initial data at infinity. In the second part, we consider
the vanishing viscosity approximation of the system, given with the co-normal boundary data. If the
domain is spatially convex, the limit coincides with the solution of our original system, giving another
interpretation to the equation.
1. Introduction
Let ΩT be a given space-time domain in Rd × (0, T ), denoted by
ΩT := ∪0<t<T (Ω(t)× {t}) .
In this domain we consider a continuity equation of the form:
∂
∂t
µ(x, t) +∇ · (vµ)(x, t) = 0 in ΩT ,
where v(x, t) = −(∇µ/µ+∇V +∇W ∗ µ)(x, t) with  ≥ 0,
µ(x, 0) = µ0(x).
in the space of probability measures, with the constraint that the support of µ lies in the closure of ΩT .
When  > 0, this constraint yields the co-normal boundary data on the lateral boundary of ΩT (1.5).
The first-order system,  = 0, will be formulated using a projection operator (1.2): we will show that
this system can be obtained as the vanishing viscosity limit as → 0.
The above system describes the density of moving particles which are confined to some region and flow
with a velocity field v inside of the domain. One part of the velocity field is generated from interactions
between different particles represented by the interaction potential W , given by
(∇W ∗ µ)(x, t) :=
∫
Ω(t)
∇W (x− y)dµ(y, t).
This type of problem arises in many applications with various interaction kernel W , such as in swarming
models with W (x) = −Ce−|x|,W (x) = −Ce−|x|2 and in models of chemotaxis with W (x) = 12pi log |x|,
see [3, 4] for more references. At the same time, the particles are subject to an external potential V (x).
Both V,W are assumed to be smooth and λ-convex. More assumptions will be presented in section 3.1
and 4.1. For the diffusion term, the model takes into account random movements of the particles.
In the first part of this paper, we consider  = 0. Let c(x, t) be the speed of the boundary (with
positive sign if the boundary is expanding) and n(x, t) be the unit space outer normal for x ∈ ∂Ω(t). We
set c(x, t) = 0, n(x, t) = 0 if (x, t) are not on the boundary. For simplicity we may omit the dependencies
and write c, n. For each (x, t) ∈ ΩT , we define a projection operator Px,t : Rd → Rd as follows
Px,t(v) =
{
v if v · n ≤ c,
v − (v · n)n+ cn if v · n > c. (1.1)
Note at x ∈ Ω(t) in the interior, Px,t is an identity map on v. We refer readers to [4, 17] where they
defined a similar projection operator on stationary domains.
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Figure 1. the particle system and the Px,t operator
Set ΩT := ∪0<t<T (Ω(t)× {t}). We formulate the equation as:
∂
∂t
µ(x, t) +∇ · (µPx,t(−∇V −∇W ∗ µ)) (x, t) = 0 in ΩT ,
µ(x, 0) = µ0(x) on Ω(0).
(1.2)
Here µ0 is a probability measure on Ω(0). First we assume it is compactly supported, and later we will
also consider probability measures with exponential decay properties. In both cases µ0 has finite second
moment.
Our main contributions are two-fold. The first part of the results are mainly motivated by the previous
work by Carrillo, Slepcev and Wu [4], where they show the well-posedness of equation (1.2) in stationary,
non-convex domains with compactly supported initial data. We generalize the well-posedness result to
general space-time domains and allow non-compactly supported initial data. Second, we show that (1.2)
can be obtained as the limit as → 0 of the diffusion equation (1.5) given with the co-normal boundary
data, imposing the additional condition that the domain is bounded and spatially convex. This result
is significant since it provides a natural justification for the first-order system (1.2).
1.1. First Main Result. As in [4], we use particle approximations. The hard part is to show the limit
of particle approximating solutions is indeed a weak solution to (1.2) due to the fact that the projecting
operator Px,t(v) is discontinuous with respect to x, t on the boundary. So instead we show that the limit
is a gradient flow solution by taking limit of the “curve of maximal slope” (see inequality (3.9)) which
is then a weak solution.
The novelty in this paper is that, comparing with [4], for space-time domains an extra term (E˜ below
or see (3.9)) appears in the curve of maximal slope,
E(µ) :=
∫ t
s
∫
Rd
((w − Px,rw) · Px,rw︸ ︷︷ ︸
E˜
+
1
2
|Px,rw|2)(x, r)dµdr
where w(µ)(x, r) := −(∇V + ∇W ∗ µ)(x, r). Intuitively this extra term E˜ comes from the moving
boundary constraints and the possible situation that particles attempt to move out of the domain
with potential velocity w but end up moving with the boundary with velocity Px,tw. According to the
definition of Px,t, it is not hard to see that E˜(µ) is only nontrivial if µ is singular with mass concentrating
on the boundary. Alternatively if the domain is stationary, this term vanishes, since if the boundary
speed c(x, t) = 0, Px,t at boundary points are projections onto the tangential plane of (x, t).
We need more careful analysis because of this term. To be specific, the key point is to show the
lower semi-continuity of E(µ) in µ. This can be proved if E˜(w) + 12 |Px,tw|2 is convex in w which is the
case when we have expanding boundary. However it is not convex if the boundary speed is negative.
This difficulty can be resolved by observing the two facts: the sequence wn we take limit of converges
uniformly in (x, t) if W is C2; E(w)(x, t) is lower semi-continuous in x, t. These two also guarantee the
lower semi-continuity of E in µ (see Lemma 3.5).
The energy associated to (1.2) contains potential energy and interaction energy:
φ(µ) :=
∫
Rd
V (x)dµ(x, t) +
1
2
∫
R2d
W (x− y)dµ(y, t)dµ(x, t). (1.3)
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Here µ(·, t) will only be supported in Ω(t).
For non-compactly supported initial data with exponential decay property (see condition (R) in sec-
tion 3.4), existence of solutions can be done by particle approximation as well as truncation method.
Uniqueness of solutions satisfying exponential decay is proved by a stability estimate (1.4). We will pro-
vide examples in Theorem 3.3 showing that the requirement below that p < 1, as well as the exponential
decay condition, are essential.
Now we summarize the main theorem in part one. We use dW (·, ·) to denote the 2-Wasserstein distance
between probability measures. The Wasserstein metric and the notion of weak solutions will be discussed
in section 2.
Theorem A. Assume conditions (O1)(C1)-(C3) hold (see section 3.1 for details). Let µ0 be a proba-
bility measure supported in Ω(0) and fix any T > 0.
(a) (Theorem 3.1) Suppose µ0 is compactly supported. Then there is a weak solution µ(·) to equation
(1.2) and µ(t) is compactly supported for 0 ≤ t ≤ T . If µ1(·), µ2(·) are two solutions with compact
support in [0, T ], then there exists C such that
dW
(
µ1(t), µ2(t)
) ≤ CdW (µ10, µ20) for all 0 ≤ t ≤ T.
(b) (Theorem 3.2) Suppose µ0 satisfies the exponentially decay property (R). Then there exists a weak
solution µ(·) of equation (1.2) and µ(t) satisfies (R) for 0 ≤ t ≤ T . If µ1(·), µ2(·) are two solutions
with initial data µ10, µ
2
0 and µ
1(·), µ2(·) satisfy (R) in [0, T ], then for any 0 < p < 1, if t and
dW (µ
1
0, µ
2
0) are small enough, we have
dW
(
µ1(t), µ2(t)
) ≤ 2dW (µ10, µ20)p. (1.4)
(c) (Theorem 3.3) For non-convex unbounded domains, examples can be found that the “p” above
cannot be improved to 1. Furthermore for µ0 with less decay, even the above stability property does not
hold.
1.2. Second Main Result. In the second part, we consider the case  > 0:
∂
∂t
µ −∇ · (∇µ +∇V µ + (∇W ∗ µ)µ) = 0 in ΩT ,
(∇µ +∇V µ + (∇W ∗ µ)µ + cµ) · n = 0 on ∂lΩT ,
µ(x, 0) = µ0(x) on Ω(0).
(1.5)
Here ∂lΩT := ΩT \ΩT is the lateral boundary of ΩT ; c is the speed of the boundary. The co-normal
boundary condition above gives the mass preservation. The associated energy φ is given by
φ(µ) = U(µ) + V(µ) +W(µ)
:= 
∫
Rd
(u log u)(x, t)dx+
∫
Rd
V (x)dµ(x, t) +
1
2
∫
R2d
W (x− y)dµ(y, t)dµ(x, t). (1.6)
In the first term, u is the probability density of µ if µ is absolutely continuous with respect to Euclidean
measure. We set φ(µ) =∞ if µ is not absolutely continuous.
With the convergence of → 0 in mind, we show the existence of solutions by discrete-time gradient-
flow (JKO) solutions (see [14]). For this purpose, technically we further require V,W to be C2 and
bounded below. In time-dependent domain, the scheme is slightly different from the standard version
that we minimize each movement among probability measures with support contained in ΩT (see (4.2)).
To obtain the continuum time limit of the discrete-time solutions, we show the uniform boundedness of
the second moment and the boundedness of φ along solutions from the discrete scheme. This is one
part that the analysis for problems on stationary domains that cannot be directly carried over for the
time-dependent domains. The problem is solved in Proposition 4.3, the proof of which is inspired by
the work of Di Marino, Maury and Santambrogio [9] who encountered the same problem. Also let us
mention that solutions obtained in this way inherit the gradient flow structure which will be important
later.
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By a gradient flow argument, we have uniqueness of solutions in bounded and spatially convex moving
domains, see Remark 4.6. For non-convex bounded stationary domain, we give a uniqueness proof based
on an L2 stability estimate, see Theorem 4.2.
After establishing the well-posedness of weak solutions, we send  → 0. It will be proved that if the
domain is bounded and spatially convex, equations (1.5) are indeed the vanishing viscosity approximation
of the first order equation (1.2) in the first part. This convergence justifies the formulation of equation
(1.2), in addition to the derivation via particle system.
We use a Gronwall type argument. By the gradient flow theory (mainly Sections 8,10,11 [1]), the
time derivative of the 2-Wasserstein distance between µ and µ is related to the Fre´chet subdifferentials
of their energy φ, φ at µ, µ respectively. We want to use the convexity of the energies to finish the
argument and to do so we also need to consider φ(µ). A serious problem arises that the value of U at
µ can be infinity. This is because, in general even with smooth initial data, µ can concentrate mass in
finite time as discussed in [2].
To overcome this problem, we develop a new modification method. We select a µ˜ = u˜dx which is close
to µ, and u˜ is bounded point-wisely by −α for some 0 < α < 1. Using that the domain is bounded,
we obtain U(µ˜) → 0 as  → 0. Then by the variational inequality (4.17), it turns out that we need
µ, µ˜ to be close not only in 2-Wasserstein metric but also in Pseudo-Wasserstein distance with base µ
(the definition will be given in section 2). Finding such a modification of µ is one of the most technical
part of this paper since the information we have about the base µ at each time is limited. Simple
convolution with a bump function won’t give the expected µ˜, see Appendix A. The modification is done
for general absolutely continuous base measure in Lemma 4.9. We need the convexity of the domain
and we will use generalized geodesics in probability measure space with Pseudo-Wasserstein metric and
Brunn-Minkowski inequality.
Now let us give the main theorem of the second part of this paper.
Theorem B. Assume conditions (C1)-(C4)(O1)(O2) hold (see sections 3.1, 4.1 for details), µ0 is
absolutely continuous (with respect to Lebesgue measure) probability measures supported in Ω(0) with
finite second moments, and φ(µ0) <∞ for some  > 0. Then for any fixed T > 0
(a) (Theorem 4.1) There exists a weak solution µ(·) to equation (1.5) and for each t ≥ 0, µ(t) is
absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure.
(b) (Theorem 4.3) Suppose Ω(t) is bounded and convex for all t ∈ [0, T ]. Let µ(·) be the weak solution
to equation (1.5) and µ(·) be the weak solution to equation (1.2) with the same initial data. Then there
exist constants c, C that
d2W (µ
(t), µ(t)) ≤ C 1d+2 tect for all t ∈ [0, T ].
Lastly let us mention that in [6], the vanishing viscosity limit problem in the whole domain was studied
in the case when V = 0 and −W is the Newtonian potential. Their proof heavily relies on the specific
choice of kernel W , and also the fact that the domain is Rd which eliminates the task of determining
the limiting boundary condition.
Acknowledgements. The author would like to thank his advisor Inwon Kim for suggesting the
problem, which was motivated from a conversation with Jose´ Carrillo, as well as for the stimulating
guidance and discussions. The author would like to thank Katy Craig and Wilfrid Gangbo for fruitful
discussions and thank Alpa´r Richa´rd Me´sza´ros for the helpful conversations including discussing Brunn-
Minkowski theorem. Also, reference [6] was pointed out by Katy Craig. The author would like to thank
the referee for a careful reading of the manuscript and for her/his constructive comments.
2. Notations and Preliminaries
Suppose ∪t∂Ω(t) is smooth. For x ∈ ∂Ω(t), we write n(x, t) (or simply n) as the unit spatial outer
normal vector and c(x, t) (or c) as the speed of the boundary at (x, t). They are defined such that, if
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letting
ys ∈ argminys∈∂Ω(t+s)|ys − x|,
then
c(x, t)n(x, t) = lim
s→0
ys − x
s
.
Throughout the paper, we fix a time T > 0 which is assumed to be large. We say a constant is
universal if it only depends on T and constants in conditions (O1)(O2)(C1)-(C4) (λ, rp, L and bounds
about c, V,W ). We denote by C a constant which may depend on universal constants and µ0, possibly
changing from one estimate to another.
A spatial ball in Rd centered at x with radius r is denoted by Br(x), and we may simply write Br if
x is the origin. Given S ⊆ Rd, we use the notation vol{S} as the Lebesgue measure of S.
Given a probability measure µ, we write m2(µ) =
∫
Rd |x|2dµ as the second moment of µ. The set of
all probability measures on Ω with finite second moment is denoted by P2(Ω). The set of absolutely
continuous (with respect to Lebesgue measure) probability measures with finite second moment is written
as Pa2 . For µ ∈ Pa2 , we usually write µ = uLd where u is its density. For probability measures supported
in Ω, we will think of them as measures in Rd, extended by 0 outside Ω.
Now we give the definition of weak (measure) solutions to equations (1.2) and (1.5).
Definition 2.1. Assume µ0 ∈ P2(Ω(0)). A locally absolutely continuous (in Wasserstein metric) curve
µ(·) ∈ P2(Rd) is a weak solution to (1.2) for t ∈ [0, T ] if
v = Px,t(−∇V −∇W ∗ µ) ∈ L1loc([0, T );L2(µ(t)))
and for all ϕ ∈ C∞c
(
Rd × (0, T )):∫
Rd×(0,T )
ϕtdµdt+
∫
Rd×(0,T )
(∇ϕ · v)dµdt = 0, µ(0) = µ0,
and for all t ∈ [0, T ], supp(µ(t)) ⊆ Ω(t).
Definition 2.2. Assume µ0 ∈ Pa2 (Ω(0)). A locally absolutely continuous curve µ(·) ∈ Pa2 (Rd) is a weak
solution to (1.5) for t ∈ [0, T ] if the density u(·) of µ(·) satisfies
∇u ∈ L1(ΩT )
and for all ϕ ∈ C∞c
(
Rd × (0, T )):∫
Rd×(0,T )
(ϕt −∇V · ∇ϕ− (∇W ∗ µ) · ∇ϕ) dµdt−
∫
ΩT
∇u · ∇ϕdxdt = 0, µ(0) = µ0,
and for all t ∈ [0, T ], supp(µ(t)) ⊆ Ω(t).
Now we discuss the Wasserstein metric and we refer readers to [1] for details. Suppose X,Y are
measurable subsets of Rd and µ1 ∈ P2(X), µ2 ∈ P2(Y ). A plan between µ1, µ2 is any Borel measure γ
on X × Y which has µ1 as its first marginal and µ2 as its second marginal. We write γ ∈ Γ(µ1, µ2). It
has been shown that there exists an optimal transport plan γ ∈ Γ(µ1, µ2) such that∫
X×Y
|x− y|2dγ(x, y) = min
{∫
X×Y
|x− y|2dγ′(x, y), γ′ ∈ Γ(µ1, µ2)
}
.
The above quantity is defined to be the 2-Wasserstein distance between µ1, µ2 (the Kantorovich’s for-
mulation). Throughout this paper we use this distance for probability measures with notation dW (·, ·)
unless otherwise stated. And later by Wasserstein distance (metric) we mean 2-Wasserstein distance
(metric). We denote the set of optimal transport plans between µ1 and µ2 by Γ0(µ1, µ2).
Let µ2 ∈ P2(Y ), a measurable function t : Y → X transports µ2 onto µ1 ∈ P2(X) if µ1(B) =
µ2(t
−1(B)) for all measurable B ⊆ X, and we write µ1 = t#µ2. If µ2 ∈ Pa2 (Y ), then for any µ1 ∈ P2(X)
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there is an optimal transport map tµ1µ2 : Y → X such that tµ1µ2#µ2 = µ1 (With reference to [15]). And
we have, in Monge’s formulation,
d2W (µ1, µ2) =
∫
Y
|tµ1µ2(x)− x|2dµ2(x).
Given µ1, µ2 ∈ P2(X), µ ∈ Pa2 (X). Let tµ1µ , tµ2µ be an optimal transport maps from µ to µ1 and µ2
respectively. Then the Pseudo-Wasserstein distance with base µ is defined as
d2µ(µ1, µ2) =
∫
X
|tµ1µ − tµ2µ |2dµ.
By Proposition 1.15 [7], dµ is a metric on
Pµ(X) := {µ′ ∈ probability measures on X, dW (µ, µ′) < +∞} .
And we have for any µ, dW (·, ·) ≤ dµ(·, ·).
Finally let us recall the Brunn-Minkowski theorem.
Lemma 2.1. Let d ≥ 1 and let A and B be two nonempty compact subsets of Rd. Then the following
inequality holds:
vol{A+B}1/d ≥ vol{A}1/d + vol{B}1/d,
where A+B denotes the Minkowski sum:
A+B := { a+ b ∈ Rd | a ∈ A, b ∈ B }.
3. Part One. Nonlocal First Order Equations
3.1. Settings and Assumptions. We study equation (1.2) in the first part of this paper.
Suppose S ⊂ Rd is open and the boundary is C1. Then we say S is r-prox-regular if for any point
x ∈ ∂S, y ∈ S we have
〈n(x), y − x〉 ≤ |y − x|
2
r
where n(x) is the unit normal at x (see [5] for more results). This is the same as: for any boundary
point x, there is a ball of radius r that intersects S at exactly x.
Recall a C1 function f(x) is called λ−convex in S ⊆ Rd if
〈∇f(x)−∇f(y), x− y〉 ≥ λ|x− y|2 for all x, y ∈ S.
Now we list the assumptions below.
(O1) For each t, Ω(t) is a non-empty open subset of Rd which is always rp-prox-regular for some
rp > 0. The lateral boundary ∪t (∂Ω(t)× {t}) is C1 in both time and space direction, particularly the
boundary speed c(x, t) is continuous if restricted to the boundary. In addition, we require
|c(x, t)| ≤ C(1 + |x|).
(C1) V ∈ C1(Rd) and |∇V (x)| ≤ C(1 + |x|) for all x ∈ Rd.
(C2) W ∈ C1(Rd) with |∇W (x)| ≤ C(1 + |x|) for all x ∈ Rd, and W (x) = W (−x). If
{(x, t), c(x, t) < 0} 6= ∅,
we require W ∈ C2(Rd).
(C3) There exists some λ ∈ R such that V,W are λ-convex in Rd.
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3.2. Particle Approximations. As stated in the introduction, we use particle approximations. Con-
sider: µ0 =
∑N
i=1miδxi,0 where N is a large integer and
∑N
i=1mi = 1. We look for a solution of the
form µ(t) =
∑N
i=1miδxi(t). By the weak formulation, equation (1.2) becomes{
x˙i(t) = Px,t (w(µ)(xi(t), t)) a.e. for t > 0
xi(0) = xi,0 ∈ Ω(0)
(3.1)
where
w(µ)(y, t) := −∇V (y)−
∑
j
mj∇W (y − xj(t)) . (3.2)
The ODE can be solved by a differential inclusions argument; the proof is in the appendix.
Proposition 3.1. Assume conditions (O1)(C1)(C2) hold. Let µ0 =
∑N
i=1miδxi,0 be the finite sum of
delta masses. Then the ODE system (3.1) has a locally absolutely continuous solution (for each i, xi(·)
is absolutely continuous).
3.2.1. Some Estimates for Discrete Systems. Since ddtxj(t) = Px,t (w(µ)(xj(t), t)) a.e. for t > 0, we have
|x˙j(t)| ≤ |w(xj(t), t)|+ |c(xj(t), t)|.
By direct computations, (C1),(C2) and the fact that
∑
jmj = 1
|w(xi(t), t)| ≤ C
1 + |xi(t)|+∑
j
(mj |xi(t)− xj(t)|)
 ≤ C(1 + |xi(t)|+m2(µ(t)) 12 ).
We know that m2(µ0) =
∑
imix
2
i,0 is bounded. Then
d
dt
(m2(µ(t)) ≤ 2
∑
i
mi|xi(t)||x˙i(t)| ≤ 2
∑
i
mi|xi(t)|(|w(xj(t), t)|+ |c(xi(t), t)|)
≤ C
∑
i
mi(|xi(t)|+ |xi(t)|2) +∑
j
mi|xi(t)|m2(µ(t)) 12
 ≤ C(1 +m2(µ(t))). (3.3)
This provides us a uniform bound for m2 (µ(t)) which only depends on T,m2(µ0). And then
|w(xi(t), t)| ≤ C(1 + |xi(t)|+m2 (µ(t))
1
2 ) ≤ C(1 + |xi(t)|). (3.4)
Also we have
d
dt
|xi(t)|2 ≤ C|xi(t)|(|w(xi(t), t)|+ |c(xi(t), t)|) ≤ C(1 + |xi(t)|2).
This shows the linear growth of xi in time that
|xi(t)|2 ≤ C(1 + |xi,0|2) for t ≤ T. (3.5)
And this illustrates that the solutions µ(t) are always compactly supported in finite time. Also for
particles starting outside BCR, they will be outside BR for t ∈ [0, T ]. This will be used in Theorem 3.2.
Let k(x, t)n = w(x, t)− Px,tw(x, t) and so k actually depends on µ. Then
|k(xi(t), t)| ≤ |w(xi(t), t)|+ |c(x(t), t)| ≤ C(1 + |xi(t)|). (3.6)
From the above
d2W (µ(t), µ(s)) ≤
∑
i
mi|xi(t)− xi(s)|2 ≤ C
∑
i
mi
∫ t
s
(1 + |xi(r)|)2dr ≤ C|t− s| (3.7)
which gives the 12 -Ho¨lder continuity of µ(·) in Wasserstein distance.
Now let us recall the metric derivative of an absolutely continuous curve in P2(Rd),
|µ′|(t) := lim
h→0
dW (µ(t+ h), µ(t))
h
.
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Then we can show the following proposition regarding the well-posedness of solutions for the projected
discrete systems.
Proposition 3.2. Assume (O1)(C1)(C2) and µ0 =
∑N
i=1miδxi,0 ∈ P(Ω(0)), then equation (1.2) has
a weak solution µ(t) ∈ P2
(
Ω(t)
)
with µ(0) = µ0. And v(x, t) := Px,t (−∇V (x)−∇W ∗ µ(x)) satisfies
that
|µ′|2(t) ≤
∫
Rd
|v|2dµ(x, t) for a.e. t > 0.
Proof. Let ζ(x, t) ∈ C∞c
(
Rd × (0, T )) be a test function. By Proposition 3.1,
0 =
d
dt
∫
Rd
ζ(x, t)dµ(t) =
∑
mi
∂ζ
∂t
(xi(t), t) +mi∇xζ(xi(t), t) · Px,t (w(xi(t), t)))
=
∫
Rd
∂ζ
∂t
(x, t)dµ(t) +
∫
Rd
∇ζ(x, t) · Px,t (−∇V (x)−∇W ∗ µ(x)) dµ.
By (3.7), µ(t) is an absolutely continuous curve with respect to Wasserstein metric. By the previous
estimates we have v(x, t) ∈ L1([0, T );L2(µ)). By Theorem 8.3.1 [1],
|µ′|2(t) ≤
∫
Rd
|Px,t (−∇V (x)−∇W ∗ µ(x)) |2dµ(x, t) for a.e. t > 0.

3.2.2. Stability of Discrete Solutions. The following proposition gives the stability result of solutions
in the discrete case. The proof is similar to the one in Proposition 5.1 [4]. The only difference is the
movement of the boundary which can be controlled by condition (O1).
Proposition 3.3. Assume (O1)(C1)-(C3) hold. Suppose µ1, µ2 are solutions with discrete type initial
measures µ10, µ
2
0 as in Proposition 3.2. Then there exists a constant C depending on the support of the
initial data, the conditions and T , such that
dW
(
µ1(t), µ2(t)
) ≤ CdW (µ10, µ20) for all 0 < t ≤ T.
Proof. For i = 1, 2, let µi(t), vi(x, t), wi(µ)(x, t)(= w(xi, t)) be defined as in Proposition 3.1 and let
ki(x, t) be such that vi(x, t) = wi(x, t)− ki(x, t)n(x, t). By rp-prox regularity for each y ∈ Ω(t)
〈ki(x, t)n(x, t), y − x〉 ≤ |k
i(x, t)|
rp
|y − x|2.
Estimate (3.5) shows that for t ∈ [0, T ], µi(t) are compactly supported. By (3.6), |ki(x,t)|rp ≤ C in the
support of µi(t). Let γt be an optimal transport plan between µ
1(t) and µ2(t), then
−
∫
R2d
〈k1(x, t)n(x, t)− k2(y, t)n(y, t), x− y〉dγt(x, y) ≤ Cd2W
(
µ1(t), µ2(t)
)
.
By Theorem 8.4.7 from [1]:
1
2
d
dt
d2W
(
µ1(t), µ2(t)
)
=
∫
R2d
〈v1(x, t)− v2(y, t), x− y〉dγt(x, y)
≤
∫
R2d
〈w1(x, t)− w2(y, t), x− y〉dγt(x, y) + Cd2W
(
µ1(t), µ2(t)
)
.
Since wi(x, t) = −(∇V +∇W ∗ µi)(x, t), by condition (C3),
−
∫
Rd
〈∇V (x)−∇V (y), x− y〉dγt(x, y) ≤ −λd2W (µ1(t), µ2(t)).
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Since W is λ-convex and even, we get
−
∫
R2d
〈∇W ∗ µ1(x)−∇W ∗ µ2(y), x− y〉dγt(x, y)
=− 1
2
∫
R2d
〈∇W (x− x′)−∇W (y − y′), x− x′ − y + y′〉dγt(x′, y′)dγt(x, y)
≤− λ
2
∫
R2d
|x− x′ − y + y′|2dγt(x′, y′)dγt(x, y) ≤ C(λ)d2W
(
µ1(t), µ2(t)
)
.
Here C(λ) = min{0, 2λ}. So in all ddtd2W
(
µ1(t), µ2(t)
) ≤ Cd2W (µ1(t), µ2(t)) which gives
d2W
(
µ1(t), µ2(t)
) ≤ Cd2W (µ1(0), µ2(0)) for all 0 ≤ t ≤ T.

Remark 3.4. If we were more careful on the dependence of the constant on T and the support of the
initial data (suppose supp(µi0) ⊂ BR), we would find out that the constant in the above proposition can
be bounded by C exp(CRT exp(CT )) where C is a universal constant.
3.3. Compactly Supported Initial Data. Suppose µ0 ∈ P2(Ω(0)) and consider a sequence of delta
masses µn0 =
∑k(n)
i=1 miδxni converging to µ0 in Wasserstein metric. Without loss of generality, we assume
that µn0 are supported in a compact set for all n. Suppose µ
n(t) is a solution to (1.2) given by Proposition
3.2 with initial value µn0 . Proposition 3.3 shows that for each t, µ
n(t) is a Cauchy sequence once µn0 is
Cauchy. So we can write the limit as µ(t) which again is compactly supported.
Now we need to show that the limit µ(t) is indeed a solution to (1.2). We do not expect showing that
v(x, t) := Px,t(−∇V −∇W ∗ µ)(x, t) (3.8)
is the tangent velocity field of µ(t) by simply letting n goes to infinity due to the discontinuity of Px,t
in (x, t), which is also explained in Remark 3.2 [4]. To overcome this problem, we use gradient flow
method.
Let us start with the following definition.
Definition 3.1. Let µ(·) be an absolutely continuous curve in P2(Rd) with compact support in ΩT .
We say that µ(·) is a curve of maximal slope with respect to φ in a time-dependent domain, if for all
0 ≤ s < t < T :
φ (µ(s)) ≥ φ (µ(t)) + 1
2
∫ t
s
|µ′|2(r)dr + 1
2
∫ t
s
∫
Rd
|Px,rw(x, r))|2 dµ(x, r)dr
+
∫ t
s
∫
Rd
(w(x, r)− Px,rw(x, r)) · Px,rw(x, r)dµ(x, r)dr. (3.9)
Here as before, w(x, r) = w(µ)(x, r) = (−∇V −W ∗ µ)(x, r). As mentioned in the introduction, the
last term of (3.9) appears because of the time-dependence of the domain. For 0 ≤ s < t ≤ T we denote
E(µ) :=
∫ t
s
∫
Rd
w(x, r) · Px,rw(x, r)− 1
2
|Px,rw(x, r)|2 dµ(x, r)dr.
We need the following lemma which shows the lower semi-continuity of E(·) as µn → µ. We require that
W ∈ C2 if the domain is compressing locally.
Lemma 3.5. Notations are as above and suppose µn(t) converges to µ(t) in Wasserstein distance uni-
formly for all t ∈ [0, T ]. If (C1)(C2) hold, then for all 0 ≤ s ≤ t ≤ T we have
lim inf
n→∞ E(µ
n) ≥ E(µ). (3.10)
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Proof. We consider the integrals on the boundary of c(x, t) ≥ 0 and c(x, t) < 0 separately. Let us still
write t for time dependence and w (or wi) are continuous vector fields in ΩT . For each (x, t) ∈ ΩT , we
define
E(w) := w · Px,tw − 1
2
|Px,tw|2
and we claim that the function E(w) is convex in w if c(x, t) ≥ 0 which is equivalent to
E(ws) ≤ (1− s)E(w0) + sE(w1) (3.11)
where ws = (1− s)w0 + sw1. We denote wNi := wi · n. If wN0 ≤ c, wN1 ≤ c or wN0 ≥ c, wN1 ≥ c, the proof
is clear by definition. If wN0 ≥ c, wN1 ≤ c and wNs ≤ c, then
(1− s)E(w0) + sE(w1)− E(ws)
≥(1− s)
(
wN0 c−
c2
2
)
+ s
( |wN1 |2
2
)
− |w
N
s |2
2
=
1
2
s(1− s) (wN0 − wN1 )2 − 12(1− s) (wN0 − c)2 .
Note wN0 − wNs = s
(
wN0 − wN1
)
. The above
≥ 1− s
2s
(
wN0 − wNs
)2 − 1− s
2
(
wN0 − c
)2 ≥ 0.
Similarly if wN0 ≥ c, wN1 ≤ c and wNs ≥ c, then
(1− s)E(w0) + sE(w1)− E(ws)
≥(1− s)
(
cwN0 −
c2
2
)
+ s
( |wN1 |2
2
)
−
(
cwNs −
c2
2
)
=
s
2
(
wN1 − c
)2 ≥ 0.
So E(w) is convex in w if c ≥ 0. For (x, t) not on the boundary, E(w) = w22 . Notice
E(w)− w
2
2
≤ 0
and so E(w) is lower semi-continuous in x, t if c ≥ 0. Then as did in Lemma 3.7 [4], by Proposition
6.42 [12] that for each t, there are two families of countable many bounded and continuous functions
ai,t(x), bi,t(x) such that
E(w)(x, t) = sup
i∈N
{ai,t(x) + bi,t(x)w} .
Let w(x, t) = (−∇V (x)−∇W ∗ µ)(x, t) and similarly for wn(x, t). Then for each N ∈ N and t,
lim inf
n
∫
Rd∩{c≥0}
E(wn)dµn ≥ lim inf
n
∫
Rd∩{c≥0}
max{(ai,t + bi,twn), 0 ≤ i ≤ N}dµn
=
∫
Rd∩{c≥0}
max{(ai,t + bi,tw), 0 ≤ i ≤ N}dµ.
Then take sup over i ∈ N and use Lebesgue’s monotone convergence theorem. We see
lim inf
n
∫ t
s
∫
Rd∩{c≥0}
E(wn)dµndr ≥
∫ t
s
∫
Rd∩{c≥0}
E(w)dµdr. (3.12)
If W is C2, we can show the lower semi-continuity of E without non-negative assumptions on c. We
want to show that E(w)(x, t) is lower semi-continuous on w, x, t. Continuity on w is clear by definition
and we have uniform continuity for all (x, t) ∈ supp(µ(t)) ⊆ ΩT since the support is compact and c is
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continuous. Let γ(y, y′) be the optimal transport plan between µn and µ. By (C2), |D2W | is bounded
in compact sets. By definition
|wn(x, t)− w(x, t)| =
∣∣∣∣∫
Rd
∇W (x− y)d (µn(y, t)− µ(y, t))
∣∣∣∣
≤
∫
R2d
|∇W (x− y)−∇W (x− y′)|dγ(y, y′)
≤ C‖D2W‖L∞(supp{µ})
∫
R2d
|y − y′|dγ(y, y′)
≤ CdW (µn, µ).
So for all  > 0, if n is large enough, we have for t ∈ [0, T ]∫
Rd
E(wn)dµn ≥
∫
Rd
(E(w)− ) dµn ≥
∫
Rd
E(w)dµn − . (3.13)
Now we prove lower semi-continuity of E(·) in (x, t). For (x, t) inside the domain E(w)(x, t) = 12w2 ≥ 0.
But for (x, t) on the boundary
E(w)(x, t) =
{
1
2 |w|2 if wN = w · n ≤ c,
cwN − 12c2 if wN > c.
And there is cwN − 12c2 ≤ 12
(
wN
)2 ≤ 12 |w|2. From this, E(w)(x, t) is lower semi-continuous in (x, t).
Combining that µn converges narrowly to µ, we have
lim inf
n→∞
∫
Rd
E(w)dµn ≥ lim inf
n→∞
∫
Rd
E(w)dµ.
Take → 0 in (3.13) and integrate in time, we proved
lim inf
n→∞
∫ t
s
∫
Rd
E(wn)dµndr ≥ lim inf
n→∞
∫ t
s
∫
Rd
E(w)dµdr.

Now we give the main theorem:
Theorem 3.1. Assume conditions (O1)(C1)-(C3) hold. Suppose µ0 is a probability measure compactly
supported in Ω(0) and {µn(·)} are the discrete solutions as stated above. Then µn(·) converges to µ(·)
which is an absolutely continuous curve in P2(Rd) of maximal slope with respect to φ (see definition 3.9).
And µ(·) satisfies the equation (1.2) in the weak sense.
Suppose we have two such solutions µi(·), i = 1, 2 with initial data µi0 ∈ P2(Rd), and µi(·) are compactly
supported for t ∈ [0, T ]. Then there exists a constant C that
dW
(
µ1(t), µ2(t)
) ≤ CdW (µ10, µ20) for all 0 ≤ t ≤ T.
Here C depends on universal constants and the support of µi0.
Proof. First we show t→ φ (µn(t)) is absolutely continuous:
|φ (µn(t))− φ (µn(s))| ≤
∑
j
mj |V (xj(t))− V (xj(s))|+∑
i<j
mimj |W (xi(t)− xj(t))−W (xi(s)− xj(s))|
≤
∑
j
mj |∇V (θ)||xj(t)− xj(s)|+
∑
i<j
mimj |∇W (θ′)|(|xj(t)− xj(s)|+ |xi(t)− xi(s)|)
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where θ = hxj(t)+(1−h)xj(s) and θ′ = h′ (xi(t)− xj(t))+(1−h′) (xi(s)− xj(s)) for some 0 ≤ h, h′ ≤ 1.
By (C1)(C2), |∇V (θ)|, |∇W (θ′)| is bounded by C(1+ |xj(t)|+ |xj(s)|), C(1+ |xj(t)|+ |xj(s)|+ |xi(t)|+
|xi(s)|) respectively. So
|φ (µn(t))− φ (µn(s))| ≤ C (1 +m2 (µn(t)) +m2 (µn(s))) dW (µn(t), µn(s)) .
Thus φ (µn(t)) is absolutely continuous in t since µn(·) is absolutely continuous curves and {m2(µn)}
are uniformly bounded. We do not need µn to be compactly supported here.
Then we show that the discrete solutions µn are curves of maximal slope. By direct computation
d
dt
φ (µn(t)) =
∑
j
mj∇V (xj(t)) · x˙j(t) + 1
2
∑
i
∑
j
mimj∇W (xi(t)− xj(t)) · (x˙i(t)− x˙j(t))
=
∑
i
mi∇V (xi(t)) · x˙i(t) +
∑
i
∑
j
mimj∇W (xi(t)− xj(t)) · (x˙i(t)) (by symmetry of W )
= −
∫
Rd
|vn|2dµn(t) +
∫
Rd
(vn − wn) · vndµn(t).
In the above we used the notation (3.8). By Proposition 3.2
|(µn)′|2(t) ≤
∫
Ω(t)
|vn|2dµn a.e. in time,
we deduce that µn(·) is a curve of maximal slope according to the definition (3.9):
φ (µn(s)) ≥ φ (µn(t)) + 1
2
∫ t
s
|(µn)′|2(r)dr + E(µn). (3.14)
Now we want to show that µ(t) is also a curve of maximal slope. By Theorem 3.6 [4],
lim inf
n
∫ t
s
|(µn)′|2(r)dr ≥
∫ t
s
|µ′|2(r)dr. (3.15)
Because µn(t), µ(t) are compactly supported locally uniformly in time, W,V ∈ C1(Rd) and µn(t)→ µ(t)
in dW , we have for each t,
lim
n→∞φ(µ
n(t)) = φ(µ(t)). (3.16)
Recall the notation
k(x, t)n(x, t) = w(x, t)− Px,tw(x, t). (3.17)
Then by (3.14) (3.15) and Lemma 3.5, sending n to infinity shows
φ (µ(s)) ≥ φ (µ(t)) + 1
2
∫ t
s
|µ′|2(r)dr + 1
2
∫ t
s
∫
Rd
|v|2(x, r)dµdt
+
∫ t
s
∫
Rd
k(x, t)n(x, r) · v(x, r)dµdt.
Notice k ≥ 0 and if k(x, t) > 0
n(x, t) · v(x, t) = n(x, t) · Px,tw(x, t) = c(x, t).
This gives
φ (µ(s)) ≥ φ (µ(t)) + 1
2
∫ t
s
|µ′|2(r)dr + 1
2
∫ t
s
∫
Rd
|v|2dµdr
+
∫ t
s
∫
Rd
k(x, r)c(x, r)dµdr.
(3.18)
Next because µ(·) is an absolutely continuous curve in P2(Rd), by Theorem 8.3.1 [1], there exists a
unique tangent vector field vˆ(x, t) ∈ L2(µ(t),Rd) such that the continuity equation holds
∂
∂t
µ+∇ · (vˆµ) = 0
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and
∫
Rd
|vˆ|2dµ(x, t) = |µ′|2(t). (3.19)
The goal is to show v = vˆ.
We claim the following chain rule that for a.e. t > 0
d
dt
φ (µ(t)) = −
∫
Rd
w(x, t) · vˆ(x, t)dµ(x, t).
A similar result is proved in Theorem 1.5 [4]. For the convenience of readers, we give a sketch of proof
below. For τ > 0, select γτt ∈ Γ0 (µ(t), µ(t+ τ)). Then
φ(µ(t+ τ))− φ(µ(t))
=
∫
R2d
V (y)− V (x)dγτt (x, y) +
1
2
∫
R4d
W (y2 − y1)−W (x2 − x1)dγτt (x1, y1)dγτt (x2, y2)
≥
∫
R2d
〈∇V (x), y − x〉 − C|y − x|2dγτt (x, y)+∫
R4d
(〈(∇W )(x2 − x1), y2 − x2〉dγτt (x1, y1)− C|y2 − x2|2) dγτt (x2, y2)
=
∫
R2d
〈∇V (x), y − x〉dγτt (x, y) +
∫
R4d
〈(∇W ∗ µ(·, t))(x2), y2 − x2〉dγτt (x2, y2)− C ′d2W (µ(t), µ(t+ τ))
We used (C2)(C3) (λ-convexity of V,W and symmetry of W ) in the above inequality and the constants
C,C ′ only depend on λ. Then applying that µ(t) is absolutely continuous, for a.e. t > 0
lim
τ→0+
φ(µ(t+ τ)− φ(µ(t)))
τ
≥ lim sup
τ→0+
(∫
R2d
〈∇V (x) +∇W ∗ µ(x), y − x
τ
〉dγτt (x, y)−
C ′
τ
d2W (µ(t), µ(t+ τ))
)
.
By Proposition 8.4.6 [1],
∫
Ω(t)
y−·
τ dr
τ (y) converges to vˆ(·, t) weakly in L2(µ(t)) where rτ (y) is the disin-
tegration of γτt with respect to µ(t). Note µ(t) is absolutely continuous, therefore for a.e. t > 0
lim
τ→0+
φ(µ(t+ τ)− φ(µ(t)))
τ
≥
∫
R2d
〈∇V (x) +∇W ∗ µ(x), vˆ(x, t)〉dµ(t).
Similarly, we have
lim
τ→0+
φ(µ(t)− φ(µ(t− τ)))
τ
≤
∫
R2d
〈∇V (x) +∇W ∗ µ(x), vˆ(x, t)〉dµ(t).
Again since µ(t) is absolutely continuous, as done in the discrete case (see Theorem 3.1) we have
t→ φ(µ(t)) is absolutely continuous. Thus, we can conclude with the chain rule.
Then using the notation (3.17)
φ (µ(s))− φ (µ(t)) =
∫ t
s
∫
Rd
v(x, r) · vˆ(x, r)dµ(r)dr +
∫ t
s
∫
Rd
k(x, r)n(x, r) · vˆ(x, r)dµ(r)dr (3.20)
Recall rτ as defined above. We have∫ t
s
∫
Rd
k(x, r)n(x, r) · vˆ(x, r)dµ(r)dr =
∫ t
s
∫
Ω(r)
k(x, r) lim
τ→0
∫
Ω(r+τ)
n(x, r) · y − x
τ
drτ (y)du(x, r).
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Note in the above equation, y ∈ Ω(r + τ), x ∈ ∂Ω(r). Take x′(x, r, τ) to be one of the closest point to x
on ∂Ω(r+ τ). So for τ small enough, (x
′−x)
τ = c(x, r)n+O(τ). Also since c(x, r) is continuous and µ(r)
is compactly supported, we get∫ t
s
∫
Rd
k(x, r)n(x, r) · vˆ(x, r)dµ(r)dr ≤
∫ t
s
∫
Rd
k(x, r)c(x, r)dµ(r)dr
+ lim sup
τ→0
∫ t
s
∫
Ω(r)
∫
Ω(r+τ)
k(x, r)n(x, r) · y − x
′
τ
drτ (y)dµ(r)dr. (3.21)
Now by rp-prox regularity of Ω(r), within the support of µ,
k(x, r)n(x, r) · y − x
′
τ
≤ Ck
rpτ
|y − x′|2
≤ Ck
rpτ
|y − x|2 + Ck
rpτ
|x− x′||2y − x− x′|
≤ Ck
rpτ
|y − x|2 + 2Ck
rp
|c(x)||y − x|+ o(τ).
Ck here is the bound of k(x, r) for (x, r) ∈ ΩT and it depends on the support of µ0. By the dominated
convergence theorem the last term of (3.21)
≤ lim sup
τ→0
∫ t
s
∫
Ω(r)×Ω(r+τ)
C
τ
|y − x|2dγτr dr + lim sup
τ→0
∫ t
s
(∫
Ω(r)×Ω(r+τ)
C|y − x|2dγτr
) 1
2
dr
≤ lim sup
τ→0
∫ t
s
C
τ
d2W (µ(r), µ(r + τ)) dr + lim sup
τ→0
(∫ t
s
∫
Ω(r)×Ω(r+τ)
C|y − x|2dγτt dr
) 1
2
≤ lim sup
τ→0
C
τ
∫ t
s
d2W (µ(r), µ(r + τ)) dr + lim sup
τ→0
C
(∫ t
s
d2W (µ(r), µ(r + τ)dr
) 1
2
.
In view of the fact that µ(·) is an absolutely continuous curve with respect to the Wasserstein metirc,
we have the above expressions vanish. So∫ t
s
∫
Rd
k(x, r)n(x, r) · vˆ(x, r)dµ(r)dr ≤
∫ t
s
∫
Rd
k(x, r)c(x, r)dµ(r)dr. (3.22)
Apply this to (3.20), we get
φ (µ(s)) ≤ φ (µ(t)) +
∫ t
s
∫
Rd
v(x, r) · vˆ(x, r)dµ(r)dr +
∫ t
s
∫
Rd
k(x, r)c(x, r)dµ(r)dr. (3.23)
Finally compare (3.18) with (3.23) and make use of (3.19), we find in ΩT a.e. dµdt
vˆ(x, t) = v(x, t) = Px,tw(µ)(x, t). (3.24)
For the stability result, considering that µ1, µ2 are compactly supported, the proof is essentially the
same as the one in Proposition 3.3. 
Remark 3.6. As can be seen in the proof, for Theorem 3.1 we only need λ-convexity of V,W locally.
Also we can weaken the condition (O1) to be local prox-regularity: for every ball BR, ∂Ω(t) ∩ BR is
rp-prox-regular for some rp(R) > 0.
Remark 3.7. From the theorem we have the uniqueness of solutions to (1.2) with compact support for
any finite time. But it is not clear to us whether solutions can spread out to infinity far of the domain
within a finite time, even with compactly supported initial data. It is unknown to us about the general
uniqueness result.
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Remark 3.8. If the domain is non-compressing which is equivalent to c ≥ 0, we don’t require W ∈ C2.
Lemma 3.5 is the only place in part one of the paper where we need the assumption.
3.4. Non-Compactly Supported Data. In this section we consider the equation (1.2) with non-
compactly supported initial data. Let µ ∈ P2(Rd), define
δ(R,µ) :=
{∫
BCR
|x|2dµ
}
where BCR denotes the complement of BR. We say µ satisfies condition (R) if
(R) There exists some constant cr > 0 such that δ(R,µ)exp(crR)→ 0 as R→ +∞.
This condition requires some exponentially decay of measures which is slightly more general than compact
supported ones. We say a curve of measures {µ(t), t ≥ 0} satisfy condition (R) locally uniformly if for
each t ∈ [0, T ], µ(t) satisfies the condition for some cr(T ).
Theorem 3.2. Suppose conditions (O1)(C1)-(C3) hold and µ0 satisfies (R). Then there exists a weak
solution µ(·) to equation (1.2). And it is an absolutely continuous curve in P2(Rd) which satisfies
condition (R) locally uniformly.
Suppose µi(·), i = 1, 2 are two solutions with initial data µi0 satisfying (R) locally uniformly with
constant cr. Then for any 0 < p < 1, there is tp, ε > 0 that for all 0 ≤ t ≤ tp, dW (µ10, µ20) ≤ ε we have
dW
(
µ1(t), µ2(t)
) ≤ 2dW (µ10, µ20)p.
Here tp, ε only depend on p, cr and universal constants.
Proof. For existence, we use the particle approximation method as before: let µn(·) = ∑k(n)i=1 miδxni (·)
be solutions to equation (1.2) with discrete initial data µn0 → µ0. First let us assume the convergence
of µn(·) and show the limit is a solution. Expressions or estimates (3.12) (3.14) (3.15) still hold. But
we need to be careful on (3.16) (3.22) and Lemma 3.5 since the solutions are no longer supported in a
compact set. If (3.16), (3.10) and (3.22) are valid, we deduce (3.18) (3.24) and from which we draw the
conclusion.
To show (3.10), we use truncation method. Recall estimate (3.5), within time T , we get
δ(R,µn(t)) ≤ δ( R
CT
, µn0 ) (3.25)
which converges to 0 exponentially fast as R→∞.
By (3.4)(3.5) and definition of Px,t
|kn(x, t)| ≤ C(1 + |x|), |Px,twn(x, t)| ≤ |wn(x, t)|+ |c(x, t)| ≤ C(1 + |x|).
And similar linear bounds also hold for k(x, t), Px,tw(x, t). So for any small  > 0, we can choose R large
enough such that ∣∣∣∣∣
∫ t
s
∫
BCR
E(wn)dµndr
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ C
∫
BCR
|x|2dµndr < 
for all n. Then we only need to consider µ˜n(t) =
∑
jmjδ{xj(t),|xj(0)|≤R}. The contribution for particles
starting outside BR will be under control by (3.5) again. Now since the integration is inside a compact
set, the proof will then follows from Lemma 3.5. The proof of (3.22) is similar.
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For (3.16), let us only write down the proof of limn→∞W(µn(t)) = W(µ(t)). Recall that γ denotes
the optimal transport plan between µn(t) and µ(t). For any  > 0
|W(µn(t))−W(µ(t))| ≤ 1
2
∫
R4d
|W (x− x′)−W (y − y′)|dγ(x, y)dγ(x′, y′)
≤ C
∫
R4d
(1 + |x|+ |x′|+ |y|+ |y′|)(|x− x′ − y + y′|)dγ(x, y)dγ(x′, y′)
≤ 
∫
R4d
(1 + |x|2 + |x′|2 + |y|2 + |y′|2)dγ(x, y)dγ(x′, y′)
+ C
∫
R4d
(|x− y|2 + |x′ − y′|2)dγ(x, y)dγ(x′, y′)
≤ (1 + 2m2(µn(t)) + 2m2(µ(t))) + 2Cd2W (µn(t), µ(t)).
In the above we used condition (C2). By (3.25), we know that the second moment of µn, µ are bounded
locally uniformly in time. Then if µn(t) converges µ(t) in dW , we deduce limn→∞W(µn(t)) =W(µ(t)).
Similarly limn→∞ V(µn(t)) = V(µ(t)) and (3.16) follows.
Now we show the convergence of µn(·). We use the notation γBA as the restriction of γ ∈ P(R2d) in
A×B ⊂ Rd×Rd. Also we denote AC as the complement of A in Rd while (γBA )C as the restriction of γ
on (A×B)C . Without loss of generality, assume that δ(R,µn0 ) are comparable to δ(R,µ0) for all n and
R > 1. For simplicity of notation, we write γt as the optimal transport plan between µ
n(t) and µm(t).
Similarly as before, we have
1
2
d
dt
d2W (µ
n(t), µm(t)) =
∫
R2d
〈vn(x, t)− vm(y, t), x− y〉dγt(x, y)
≤ Cd2W (µn, µm)−
∫
R2d
〈kn(x, t)n(x, t)− km(y, t)n(y, t), x− y〉dγt(x, y). (3.26)
By prox-regularity, the last of (3.26)
≤
∫
R2d
min
{ |kn|+ |km|
rp
|x− y|2, (|kn|+ |km|)|x− y|
}
dγt(x, y).
For any L >> 1, let C ′ be the constant as given in (3.5) and L′ := C ′L. Then the above
≤
∫
R2d
|kn|+ |km|
rp
|x− y|2dγBL′BL′ +
∫
R2d
(|kn|+ |km|)|x− y|d(γBL′BL′ )
C .
By (3.6), ∫
R2d
|kn|+ |km|
rp
|x− y|2dγBL′BL′ ≤ CLd
2
W (µ
n, µm),∫
R2d
(|kn|+ |km|)|x− y|d(γBL′BL′ )
C ≤ C
∫
R2d
(|x|2 + |y|2)d(γBL′BL′ )
C
≤ C
(∫
|x|≥L′
|x|2dµn +
∫
|y|≥L′
|y|2dµm +m2(µm)
∫
|x|≥L′
1dµn +m2(µ
n)
∫
|y|≥L′
1dµm
)
(3.27)
By (3.5), for all 0 ≤ t ≤ T , if xi(t) ∈ BCL′ , then xi(0) ∈ BCL and |xi(t)| ≤ C ′(|xi(0)|+1). This, combining
with (3.3), gives
(3.27) ≤ CC ′2
(∫
|x|≥L
|x|2dµn(0) +
∫
|y|≥L
|y|2dµm(0)
)
≤ CC ′2δ(L, µ0).
Note C ′ is a universal constant. In all, finally we have
d
dt
d2W (µ
n, µm) ≤ CLd2W (µn, µm) + Cδ(L, µ0).
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This shows
d2W (µ
n(t), µm(t)) ≤ Cδ(L, µ0)exp(CLt)− 1
L
+ d2W (µ
n
0 , µ
m
0 ) exp(CLt).
Select t0 =
cr
C where cr comes from (R). By the condition, δ(L, µ0) exp(crL) can be any small if L is
large. Recall that {µn0} is Cauchy and we further take dW (µn0 , µm0 ) to be small, thus {µn(t)} is also
Cauchy for 0 ≤ t ≤ t0. Then we can consider each time interval: [0, t0], [t0, 2t0]... inductively and we
proved that µn(t)→ µ(t) for all t ≤ T .
For any 0 < p < 1, write ε := dW (µ
n
0 , µ
m
0 ) and choose L =
−2 log ε
cr
, t0 as above. For t ≤ t0(1− p),
d2W (µ
n(t), µm(t)) ≤ Cδ(L, µ0) exp(crL− crpL) + ε2p.
Let ε be small enough and L is then large enough. By (R),
d2W (µ
n(t), µm(t)) ≤ Cδ(L, µ0) exp(crL)ε2p + ε2p ≤ 4d2pW (µn0 , µm0 ).
Notice if µ(·) solves the equation (1.2), then m2(µ(t)) ≤ C for t ∈ [0, T ]. The second claim about
the stability of solutions satisfying condition (R) follows from the above argument for the discrete type
solutions. This shows that solutions satisfying condition (R) are unique. 
Remark 3.9. We comment on several situations where the condition (R) can (or possibly) be dropped.
(i) As in Theorem 1.9 [4], if Ω(t) is convex for all t and µi(t)(i = 1, 2) are solutions with general initial
data µi0 ∈ P2(Ω(t)), then there exists a universal constant C such that
dW
(
µ1(t), µ2(t)
) ≤ CdW (µ10, µ20).
Here we do not need any assumptions on the decay of solutions. The proof follows from the
observation that in (3.26) 〈k(x, t)n(x, t), x− y〉 ≥ 0 by the convexity. And as a corollary we have the
uniqueness result.
(ii) If ∇V,∇W and c(x, t) are uniformly bounded, we can conclude the same as in (i).
(iii) We guess that for the non-local term if W is compactly supported, there is a better stability result.
3.5. Examples and Stability of Solutions. In this section, we will show that the stability result
in Theorem 3.2 cannot be improved to dW
(
µ1(t), µ2(t)
) ≤ CdW (µ10, µ20) as long as the domain is un-
bounded and non-convex. Moreover we give examples showing that without condition (R), the stability
of solutions is even weaker than that in Theorem 3.2. All these suggest that the stability of solutions to
(1.2) is strongly related to the decay of initial data at infinity.
Theorem 3.3. There exists V,W,Ω satisfy conditions (C1)-(C3)(O1) such that the following holds for
any t0 > 0.
(i) There is µ0 ∈ P2(Ω) and µn0 → µ0 (write µn(t) as a solution to equation (1.2) with initial data µn0 )
that µ(·), µn(·) satisfy (R) locally uniformly and
lim inf
n
dW (µ(t0), µ
n(t0)) /dW (µ0, µ
n
0 ) = +∞.
(ii) For any p > 12 , there is µ0 ∈ P2(Ω) and µn0 → µ0 that
lim inf
n
dW (µ(t0), µ
n(t0)) /d
p
W (µ0, µ
n
0 ) = +∞.
Proof. Consider the following stationary domain in R2
Ω := {(x, y)| y ≥ cos(2pix)}
and the equation
∂
∂t
µ+∇ · (µP (−∇V )) = 0 with V = xy. (3.28)
Here P is the projection operator defined in (1.1) with zero boundary speed.
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Let us start by solving the equation with initial data µ0 = δ(x0,cos(2pix0)) where x0 is close to some
large integer. Suppose δ(xt,yt) is a solution, then by simple calculations
(x′t, y
′
t) = P (−∇V (xt, yt) = P (−yt,−xt).
It is not hard to see that if xt is large enough, the delta mass moves along the boundary. So P (−yt,−xt) =
P (− cos(2pixt),−xt) and
vt := (x
′
t, y
′
t) = (ϑt,−2pi sin(2pixt)ϑt) where ϑt =
−(cos(2pixt)− 2pixt sin(2pixt))
1 + 4pi2 sin2(2pixt)
. (3.29)
Notice the equation x′t = ϑt is an autonomous system. For each large integer N , there are two equilibrium
points in [N− 12 , N+ 12 ] namely the solutions of 2pix = cot(2pix). One equilibrium point is close to N− 12
which is stable and the other is close to N which is unstable. We denote the stable one as (N)1∗ and the
other as (N)2∗. We can show (N)
1
∗ − (N − 12 ) ≈ (N)2∗ −N ≈ 1N .
Now consider
µ0 =
∞∑
j=1
mjδ(j,cos(2pij)).
Also we construct a family of µn0 → µ0. Denote jα := j + (j)−α with 0 < α < 1 and let
µn0 =
n−1∑
j=1
mjδ(j,cos(2pij)) +
∞∑
j=n
mjδ(jα,cos(2pijα)).
As usual, we have the solutions µn(t) =
∑
j δ(xnj (t),ynj (t)) and µ(t) =
∑
j δ(xj(t),yj(t)) with µ
n(t) =
µn0 , µ(t) = µ0. So for any fix t0 > 0:
d2W (µ(t0), µ
n(t0)) /d
2
W (µ0, µ
n
0 ) &∑
j≥n
mj
(∣∣xj(t0)− xnj (t0)∣∣2 + ∣∣yj(t0)− ynj (t0)∣∣2) /
∑
j≥n
mj(3j)
−2α
 .
Because α < 1 and jα > (j)
1
∗, for j large enough we have (x
n
j (t), y
n
j (t)) starts at (jα, cos(2pijα)) and
moves towards ((j+1)1∗, cos(2pi(j+1)
1
∗)). However the mass starting from (j, cos(2pij)) will move towards
((j)1∗, cos(2pi(j)
1
∗)). Note by (3.29) if x
n
j (t) − j ≤ 14 , we get ddtxnj (t) ≥ Cj1−α. Hence for any fix t0 if
n is large enough, xnj (t0) − 3j ≥ 14 . While (xj(t), yj(t)) goes to the opposite direction, so the distance
between them is larger than some constant say 14 . And it cannot be too large since their limits are
((j + 1)1∗, cos(j + 1)
1
∗), ((j)
1
∗, cos(j)
1
∗)).
At last we choose mj = Cme
−j where Cm is a constant satisfying Cm
∑
j e
−j = 1. Then it is straight
forward to check that µ, µn satisfy (R). By direct computation we have
lim inf
n
d2W (µ(t0), µ
n(t0)) /d
2
W (µ0, µ
n
0 ) & lim inf
n
(
∑
j≥n
Cmj)/(
∑
j≥n
mjj
−2α) ≥ lim
n
Cn2α = +∞.
We claim that this is the example promised which shows that dW (µ(t), µ
n(t)) cannot be bounded by
CdW (µ0, µ
n
0 ) for C independent of t and dW (µ0, µ
n
0 ).
Next we select mj = C
′
mj
−β with β > 3 where C ′m is some constant such that the total mass of µ0 is
1. In this case δ(R,µ0) ≈
∑
j≥R j
−βj2 ≈ R−β+1 which fails condition (R). On the other hand
d2pW (µ0, µ
n
0 ) ≈ (
∑
j≥n
j−βj−2α)p ≈ n(−β−2α+1)p and
d2W (µ(t0), µ
n(t0)) & (
∑
j≥n
j−β) ≈ n−β+1.
Thus for any p > β−1β+2α−1 , we deduce
lim inf
n
d2W (µ(t0), µ
n(t0)) /d
2p
W (µ0, µ
n
0 ) = +∞ for all t0 > 0.
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If selecting α = 1− , β = 3− , then p can be any close to 12 . This shows that in Theorem 3.2 if without
(R), p cannot be greater than 12 . So at least we can claim that the stability is weaker. 
4. Part Two. Second Order Equations
In the second part of this paper we show the well-posedness of the second order continuity equation
(1.5) and then we send the diffusion term to 0. If Ω(t) is bounded and convex for each t, we will prove
that (1.5) is indeed the vanishing viscosity approximation of (1.2).
4.1. Assumptions and JKO Scheme. We make the following assumptions. We will make a remark
about several generalizations later.
(O2) The lateral boundary of ΩT is uniformly C
1 in space. There exists L > 0 that
dH(Ω(t),Ω(s)) ≤ L|t− s| for 0 ≤ s, t ≤ T.
Here dH is the Hausdorff distance. From this we know that there exists rp > 0 such that both
∂Ω(t), ∂Ω(t)C are rp-prox regular for all t ∈ [0, T ]. For V,W , we assume (C1)-(C3) hold and fur-
thermore we assume:
(C4) V (·),W (·) ∈ C2(Rd) are bounded below.
Recall that the associated energy φ is defined in (1.6). We define the proper domain of functional φ
is
Dom(φ, t) :=
{
µ ∈ P2(Ω(t)), φ(µ) < +∞
}
.
Notice there is no difference between µ ∈ Dom(φ1, t) and µ ∈ Dom(φ, t) for some  > 0. Next as a
convention,
∇u
u
:=

∇u
u if u 6= 0,
0 if ∇u = 0,
+∞ if ∇u 6= 0, u = 0.
Without loss of generality, we only prove well-posedness for  = 1. We have the following equation:
∂
∂t
µ−∇ · (∇µ+∇V µ+ (∇W ∗ µ)µ) = 0 in ΩT ,
(∇µ+∇V µ+ (∇W ∗ µ)µ+ cµ) · n = 0 on ∂lΩT ,
µ = µ0 on Ω(0).
(4.1)
Suppose µ0 ∈ Dom(φ1, 0) and conditions (C1)-(C4)(O1)(O2) hold. We use the following variant of
the celebrated JKO scheme. Fix a small time step τ > 0, define Jτ,t : Pa2 (Ω(t))→ Pa2 (Ω(t+ τ)) by
Jτ,t(µ) ∈ argminv∈P2(Ω(t+τ))
{
1
2τ
d2W (µ, v) + φ
1(v)
}
. (4.2)
First we show the existence of such minimizers. With the assumptions (C1)-(C4) on V,W , we have φ1
is lower semi-continuous, coercive, compact. Then
inf
v∈P2(Ω(t+τ))
{
1
2τ
d2W (µ, v) + φ
1(v)
}
is bounded below. And we can find a sequence of measures whose energy converges to the infimum and
they all belong to Pa2 due to the internal energy. Then lower semi-continuity of φ1 and compactness
guarantee the existence of the limit. Details can be found in section 2.1 in [1] or Lemma 4.2 of [17].
Actually if {Ω(t)} is convex for all t, we have the uniqueness of the minimizer. However, here we only
need the existence result.
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4.2. Some Estimates. First we prove a technical lemma which is enlightened by Corollary 2.6 in [9].
It will be used to compare µ(t) with Jτ,t(µ(t)) whose support is different.
Proposition 4.1. Suppose the domain satisfies condition (O2). Then for t ∈ [0, T − τ ] and µ ∈
Pa2 (Ω(t)), there exists a Lipschitz continuous map t : Ω(t)→ Ω(t+ τ) such that
‖t− i‖L2(Ω(t),µ) ≤ CLτ, (4.3)
det(Dt) ≥ 1− CLτ for a.e. x ∈ Ω(t). (4.4)
Here C is some constant independent of t, τ which only depends on the geometry of ΩT .
Proof. By (O2), ∂Ω(t) is uniformly C1 for all t. So there exists rp > 0 such that for each t ∈ [0, T ],
there is a unique Lipschitz map qt : ∂Ω(t)→ Ω(t) such that
qt(y) = z with d(z, y) = d (z, ∂Ω(t)) =
rp
2
.
Without loss of generality, we can assume ∂Ω(t)C is rp-prox regular. So for any x near the boundary
with distance ≤ rp2 to the boundary, there exists a unique y ∈ ∂Ω(t) such that d(x, y) = d (x, ∂Ω(t)).
We denote such y = pt(x). So
pt : Ω
r
t :=
{
x ∈ Ω(t), d(x, ∂Ω) ≤ rp
2
}
→ ∂Ω(t)
and qt ◦ pt = id on ∂Ωrt/∂Ω(t). Now define a continuous map Qt: Ω(t)→ Ω(t),
Qt(x) :=
{
qt(ptx) if d (x, ∂Ω(t)) ≤ rp
2
,
x otherwise.
Note by the assumption made on the boundary of the domain
|pt(x)− pt(y)| . |x− y|, |qt(x)− qt(y)| . |x− y|.
It is not hard to see that DQt exists almost everywhere and |DQt| is uniformly bounded. Define
t(x) = (1− 3Lτ
rp
)x+
3Lτ
rp
Qt(x).
Then estimate (4.4) is satisfied.
We want to show that t : Ω(t)→ Ω(t+τ). Otherwise if there exists x ∈ Ω(t) such that t(x) 6= Ω(t+τ),
by (O2) and from the geometry for any z ∈ ∂B(0, rp3 ), the line segment connecting x and Qt(x) + z lies
in Ω(t). Then
t(x) +
3Lτ
rp
z = (1− 3Lτ
rp
)x+
3Lτ
rp
(Qt(x) + z) ∈ Ω(t).
In view of the fact that z is arbitrary with length ≤ rp3 , we end up with a contradiction to the Lipschitz
variation of Ω(·).
Finaly for (4.3), ∫
Ω(t)
|t(x)− x|2dµ =
(
Lτ
rp
)2 ∫
Ω(t)
| − x+Qt(x)|2dµ ≤ CL2τ2.

As a corollary, we have the Lemma 4.2 below. Notice that the hypotheses (4.5) is weaker than (4.3)
which is made to allow possible weaker assumptions (than (O2)) on the domain (see Remark 4.5).
Lemma 4.2. Assume conditions (C1)(C2) hold and fix t ≥ 0. Suppose for all τ > 0 small enough,
Jτ,t is well-defined, and there is a map t : Ω(t) → Ω(t + τ) and universal constants C, q < 12 such that
estimate (4.4) holds and
‖t− i‖L2(Ω(t),µ) ≤ CLτ(1 +m2(µ)q). (4.5)
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Then for some universal constants q′ < 1, C ′ and any µ ∈ Pa2 (Ω(t)), we have
1
2τ
d2W (µ, Jτ,t(µ)) + φ
1 (Jτ,t(µ)) ≤ φ1(µ) + C ′τ(1 +m2(µ)q′).
Proof. Write v = t#µ and by the assumption
d2W (µ, v) ≤
∫
Ω(t)
|t(x)− x|2dµ ≤ Cτ2(1 +m2(µ)q)2.
Then we estimate φ1(v)− φ1(µ). By simple calculation,
t#µ ◦ t = µ
det(Dt)
.
Write U(µ) = u log u and then∫
Ω(t+τ)
U(v)dx−
∫
Ω(t)
U(µ)dx =
∫
Ω(t+τ)
U(t#µ)
t#u
dt#µ−
∫
Ω(t)
U(µ)
u
dµ
=
∫
Ω(t)
(
U(t#µ ◦ t)
t#u ◦ t −
U(µ)
u
)dµ =
∫
Ω(t)
(
U(
µ
det(Dt)
) det(Dt)− U(µ)
)
dx
≤
∫
Ω(t)∩{det(Dt)≤1}
−u log detDtdx ≤ Cτ.
Next we compare V(v) with V(µ). From (C1), |∇V (x)|2 ≤ C(1 + |x|2). Then∫
Ω(t+τ)
V dv −
∫
Ω(t)
V dµ =
∫
Ω(t)
V (t(x))− V (x)dµ
=
∫
Ω(t)
∇V (θ) · (t(x)− x)dµ ≤ C
(∫
Ω(t)
(1 + |x|2 + |t(x)|2)dµ
) 1
2
(∫
Ω(t)
|t(x)− x|2dµ
) 1
2
≤Cτ(1 +m2(µ) 12 + τm2(µ)q)(1 +m2(µ)q) ≤ Cτ(1 +m2(µ)q′).
Here the θ lies in the segment connecting x, t(x) by mean-value theorem. And q′ = 12 + q < 1. The last
but two inequality holds because: |t(x)|2 ≤ 2|x|2 + 2|t(x)− x|2 and ‖t− i‖L2(Ω(t),u) can be bounded by
Cτ(1 +m2(µ)
q) by the assumption. The last one by Ho¨lder inequality and boundedness of m2(µ).
Similar computation yields∫
Ω(t+τ)×Ω(t+τ)
W (x− y)dv(y)dv(x)−
∫
Ω(t)×Ω(t)
W (x− y)dµ(y)dµ(x)
≤C
(∫
Ω(t)
(1 + |x|2 + |t(x)|2 + |y|2 + |t(y)|2)dµ2
) 1
2
(∫
Ω(t)
|t(x)− x|2 + |t(y)− y|2dµ2
) 1
2
≤Cτ(1 +m2(µ)q′).
In all we proved
φ1(v) ≤ φ1(µ) + Cτ(1 +m2(µ)q′).
Then the optimality of Jτ,t(µ) gives:
1
2τ
d2W (µ, Jτ,t(µ)) + φ
1 (Jτ,t(µ)) ≤ 1
2τ
d2W (µ, v) + φ
1(v)
≤ φ1(µ) + Cτ(1 +m2(µ)q′) + Cτ(1 +m2(µ)q)2.
Note 2q < q′, we finished the proof. 
Define
µkτ := Jτ,(k−1)τ ◦ ... ◦ Jτ,0(µ0) ∈ P(Ω(kτ)).
We want to apply Lemma 4.2 on every µkτ .
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Proposition 4.3. Assume (C4) and under the assumption of Lemma 4.2. For fixed µ0 ∈ Dom(φ1, 0), T ,
if τ is small enough and nτ < T , then there exists C > 0 independent of τ, k, n such that
n−1∑
k=0
d2W (µ
k
τ , µ
k+1
τ ) ≤ Cτ, φ1(µnτ ) ≤ C.
Proof. By Lemma 4.2,
1
2τ
d2W (µ
k
τ , µ
k+1
τ ) + φ
1(µk+1τ ) ≤ φ1(µkτ ) + Cτ(1 +m2(µkτ )q
′
).
By iteration
1
2τ
n−1∑
k=0
d2W (µ
k
τ , µ
k+1
τ ) + φ
1(µnτ ) ≤ φ1(µ0) + Cτn+ Cτm2(u0τ )q
′
+ ...+ Cτm2(µ
n−1
τ )
q′ . (4.6)
Note dW (µ
0
τ , µ
n
τ ) ≤
∑n−1
k=0 dW (µ
k
τ , µ
k+1
τ ), we obtain
1
2nτ
d2W (µ
0
τ , µ
n
τ ) ≤
1
2τ
n−1∑
k=0
d2W (µ
k
τ , µ
k+1
τ )
≤ φ1(µ0)− φ1(µnτ ) + Cτ
n−1∑
k=1
m2(µ
k
τ )
q′ + C.
(4.7)
To give a bound to m2(µ), we use the trick as in proposition 4.1 [14]. Since
m2(µ
n
τ ) ≤ 2m2(µ0τ ) + 2d2W (µ0τ , µnτ ),
and by (4.7) and the lower bound of V,W , we see
m2(µ
n
τ ) ≤ C + Cτ
n−1∑
k=0
m2(µ
k
τ )
q′ .
Here q′ < 1. Considering that C is independent of τ, n (which only depends on T, µ0,ΩT ) and n can be
any positive integer such that nτ < T , the above shows m2(µ
n
τ ) is uniformly bounded.
According to (4.7)
n−1∑
k=0
d2W (µ
k
τ , µ
k+1
τ ) ≤ Cτ.
And in view of (4.6), {φ1(µkτ )} are uniformly bounded. 
4.3. Convergence of Discrete Solutions. We define a discrete type solution with time step τ as
µτ (t) := Jτ,(k−1)τ ◦ ... ◦ Jτ,0(µ0) = µkτ if t ∈ ((k − 1)τ, kτ ]. (4.8)
As proved in [14], {
µ ∈ P2(Rd) : φ1(µ) ≤ C,m2(µ) ≤ C for some t ≤ T
}
is compact in Pa2 (Rd).
Then according to Proposition 4.3, {µτ (t), t ≤ T, τ > 0} is a compact subset in Pa2 (Rd). We connect
every pair of consecutive discrete values (µk−1τ , µ
k
τ ) with a constant speed geodesic parametrized in each
interval [(k − 1)τ, kτ ] by
µˆτ ((k − 1)τ + s) := ((1− s)i + st)# µk−1τ , s ∈ [0, 1].
Here t is an optimal transport map from µk−1τ to µ
k
τ . Again by Proposition 4.3, {µˆτ , τ > 0} are Ho¨lder
continuous curves. Ascoli-Arzela Theorem yields the relative compactness of µˆτ in C
0
(
[0, T ];P2(Rd)
)
.
Then there is a subsequence of µˆτ (·) that converge to some µ(·) in Wasserstein metric uniformly pointwise.
Obviously µ(t) is supported in Ω(t) and µτ (·) → µ(·) along the subsequence τ → 0. We write u(t) as
µ(t)’s density function.
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From a by-now standard computation presented in [14, 16], the Euler-Lagrange equation associated
with (4.2) is as follows: for any ψ, a smooth vector field compactly supported in Ω(kτ),∫
Ω((k−1)τ)×Ω(kτ)
(y − x) · ψ(y)dγkτ+
τ
∫
Ω(kτ)
(−∇ · ψ +∇V · ψ +∇W ∗ µkτ · ψ)(y)dµkτ (y) = 0.
(4.9)
Here γkτ = γ
k
τ (x, y) is an optimal transport plan between µ
k−1
τ (x) and µ
k
τ (y).
Suppose ψ is a smooth compactly supported vector field. We mainly apply Ho¨lder’s inequality and
conditions (C1)(C2) to get the following estimates.∣∣∣∣∣
∫
Ω((k−1)τ)×Ω(kτ)
(y − x) · ψ(y)dγkτ
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤
(∫
Ω((k−1)τ)×Ω(kτ)
|y − x|2dγkτ
) 1
2
(∫
Ω(kτ)
|ψ|2dµkτ
) 1
2
≤ ‖ψ‖L2(Rd,dµkτ )dW (µk−1τ , µkτ ),∣∣∣∣∣
∫
Ω(kτ)
∇V · ψ ukτdy
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ ‖ψ‖L2(Rd,dµkτ )
(∫
Ω(kτ)∩BcR
|∇V |2dµkτ
) 1
2
≤ C‖ψ‖L2(Rd,dµkτ )(m
1
2
2
(
µkτ ) + 1
)
,
∣∣∣∣∣
∫
Ω(kτ)
∇W ∗ µkτ · ψ ukτdy
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ C‖ψ‖L2(Rd,dµkτ )
(∫
Ω2(kτ)∩{|y|≥R}
1 + |y − z|2dµkτ (z)dµkτ (y)
) 1
2
≤ C‖ψ‖L2(Rd,dµkτ )(m
1
2
2
(
µkτ ) + 1
)
.
By the uniform bound of m2(µ
k
τ ), we find∣∣∣∣∣
∫
Ω(kτ)
ukτ∇ · ψdx
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ 1τ dW (µkτ , µk−1τ )‖ψ‖L2(Rd,dµkτ ) + C‖ψ‖L2(Rd,dµkτ ). (4.10)
Now we assume that ψ is 0 outside of BR, which is an empty set if R = 0. Denote
δkτ,R :=
∫
BcR
dµkτ .
By the uniform boundedness of the second moment, δkτ,R → 0 as R→∞ uniformly in τ, k with kτ ≤ T .
Then ∣∣∣∣∣
∫
Ω((k−1)τ)×Ω(kτ)
(y − x) · ψ(y)dγkτ
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ ‖ψ‖L∞dW (µk−1τ , µkτ ) ∣∣δkτ,R∣∣ 12 ,∣∣∣∣∣
∫
Ω(kτ)
∇V · ψukτdy
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ ‖ψ‖L∞
∫
Ω(kτ)∩BcR
|∇V |dµkτ ≤ C‖ψ‖L∞(m
1
2
2
(
µkτ ) + 1
) ∣∣δkτ,R∣∣ 12 ,∣∣∣∣∣
∫
Ω(kτ)
∇W ∗ µkτ · ψukτdy
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ C‖ψ‖L∞
∫
Ω2(kτ)∩{|y|≥R}
1 + |y − z| dµkτ (z)dµkτ (y)
≤ C‖ψ‖L∞
(∫
{|y|≥R}
1 + |y|2 + |z|2dµkτ (z)dµkτ (y)
) 1
2
(∫
{|y|≥R}
dµkτ (z)dµ
k
τ (y)
) 1
2
≤ C‖ψ‖L∞(m
1
2
2
(
µkτ ) + 1
) ∣∣δkτ,R∣∣ 12 .
We find ∣∣∣∣∣
∫
Ω(kτ)
ukτ∇ · ψdy
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ 1τ dW (µkτ , µk−1τ )‖ψ‖L∞ ∣∣δkτ,R∣∣ 12 + C‖ψ‖L∞ ∣∣δkτ,R∣∣ 12 . (4.11)
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Then we have
‖∇ukτ‖L∞,∗(Ω(kτ),dx) ≤
C
τ
dW (µ
k−1
τ , µ
k
τ ) + C
which shows that ∇uτ exists in the dual space of L∞(Rd) denoted as L∞,∗(Rd). Actually applying
Proposition 4.3 gives, ∇uτχ{uτ>0} is uniformly bounded in L∞,∗(Rd × [0, T ]) for all τ > 0. Also
tightness is guaranteed by (4.11). So as τ → 0 along a subsequence ∇uτ → ∇u weakly in L∞,∗(ΩT ).
Now we take τ → 0 in (4.10) to find that
∇u/u ∈ L2(Rd × [0, T ], u dxdt).
Thus ∇uχ{u>0} ∈ L1(Rd × [0, T ]) and
∇uτ → ∇u in L1(ΩT ) (4.12)
By (4.9) and approximations, for ψ ∈ C∞0 (Rd;Rd)∫
Ω((k−1)τ)×Ω(kτ)
(y − x) · ψ(y)dγkτ+
τ
∫
Ω(kτ)
(∇V · ψ +∇W ∗ µkτ · ψ) dµkτ + τ ∫
Ω(kτ)
ψ · ∇ukτ dy = 0.
(4.13)
Write tkτ as an optimal transport map from µ
k
τ to µ
k−1
τ . Then∫
Ω((k−1)τ)×Ω(kτ)
(y − x) · ψ(y)dγkτ =
∫
Ω(kτ)
(tkτ − i)ψ
(
tkτ (x)
)
dµkτ . (4.14)
For every test function ϕ ∈ C∞c
(
Rd × (0, T ))∣∣∣∣∣
∫
Ω(kτ)
ϕ
(
tkτ (x)
)− ϕ(x)− 〈∇ϕ(tkτ (x)), tkτ − i〉dµkτ
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ 12‖∇2ϕ‖L∞d2W (µk−1τ , µkτ ). (4.15)
Take ψ = ∇ϕ. By (4.12) (4.13) (4.14) (4.15) and Proposition 4.3, we get∫
ΩT
∂tϕdµ = lim
τ→0
∫
ΩT
∂tϕdµτ = lim
τ→0
1
τ
∑
k
∫
Ω(kτ)
ϕ(x)− ϕ (tkτ (x)) dµkτ
= lim
τ→0
∑
k
∫
Ω(kτ)
(∇V · ∇ϕ+∇W ∗ µkτ · ∇ϕ)dµkτ +
∫
Ω(kτ)
∇ϕ · ∇ukτ dxdt
=
∫
ΩT
(∇V · ∇ϕ+∇W ∗ µ · ∇ϕ)dµdt+
∫
ΩT
∇ϕ · ∇u dxdt.
Till now we proved that µ is a weak solution to equation (4.1). We conclude with the following theorem.
Theorem 4.1. Suppose (C1)-(C4)(O2) hold. Then for µ0 ∈ Dom(φ1, 0), there exists an absolutely
continuous curve µ(·) in P2a(Rd) which solves equation (4.1) weakly in ΩT .
Proof. From the above discussion, along a subsequence of τ → 0, µτ (·) converges narrowly to µ(·)
uniformly for all t ∈ [0, T ]. The limit µ(·) is an absolutely continuous curve in P2a(Rd) and it is a weak
solution to equation (4.1). 
Remark 4.4. In stationary domain, the rate at which solutions to the discrete gradient flow converge to
solutions of the gradient flow was studied in [1, 7]. But we cannot prove the exponential formula in the
case that the domain is time-dependent. This can be an interesting direction for future research.
Remark 4.5. Here we required (O2) on the domain. However uniform C1 regularity is only used in
Proposition 4.1 and so that we can apply Lemma 4.2. But according to the assumptions made in the
lemma, (O2) is more than what is needed. For example, bound (4.5) can still be achieved if there is a
wedge on the boundary. It is technical to construct the map t which depends on the geometry of the
time-dependent domain.
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4.4. Uniqueness Result. We state two uniqueness results of equation (4.1). In the first one, we study
the L2 stability of solutions in a stationary domain. The proof is postponed to the appendix. The second
one is stated in the remark below where we require the space-time domain to be convex.
Theorem 4.2. Suppose the domain Ω ⊂ Rd is stationary and bounded with (C1)-(C3)(O2) hold.
Suppose µ0 ∈ Pa2 (Ω) and its density u0 ∈ L2(Ω). Then there exists a unique weak solution µ(·) to
equation (4.1) with density u(t) ∈ L2(Ω) for each t.
If µi(t)(i = 1, 2) are two solutions with initial data µi0 ∈ Pa2 (Ω) with their densities ui0 ∈ L2(Ω), then
there is C depending on the domain and universal constants such that for a.e. t ∈ [0, T ]
‖u1(t)− u2(t)‖L2(Ω) ≤ C‖u10 − u20‖L2(Ω).
Remark 4.6. Assuming Ω(t) is uniformly bounded and convex for all t ≤ T , then if µi(t)(i = 1, 2) are
two solutions with initial data µi0 ∈ Pa2 (Ω(0)), there is a universal C(T ) such that
dW (u
1(t), u2(t)) ≤ CdW (u10, u20) for t ∈ [0, T ].
This claim can be proved in a similar way as done in Theorem 11.1.4 [1] or section 2 of [10], as long as
the domain is convex at any fixed time.
4.5. Convergence to the First Order Equation. We consider equations (1.2) and (1.5) in bounded,
convex domain in this section. Let µ be the weak solution to (1.5) and µ be the weak solution to (1.2).
We want to show that µ converges to µ in Wasserstein metric as → 0.
Recall (1.6) and write φ(µ), φ(µ) as the energies. The internal energy is denoted as
U(µ) = 
∫
Rd
u log udx where µ = uLd.
The metric slope of functional φ for µ ∈ Dom(φ, t) at time t is
|∂φ(t)|(µ) := lim sup
w→µ,w∈Pa2 (Ω(t))
(φ(µ)− φ(w))+
dW (w, µ)
.
Now we give two lemmas. The proof of the first lemma is standard (see Proposition 10.4.13 [1]), but
we still need to be careful since the domain is time-dependent. We postpone the proof in the appendix.
Lemma 4.7. Suppose (C1)-(C4) hold, the domain is bounded and satisfies conditions (O2), and µ0 ∈
Dom(φ1, 0). Let v(x, t) =
(
∇u

u +∇V +∇W ∗ µ
)
(x, t). Then for any 0 <  < 1,∫
ΩT
|v(x, t)|2 u(x, t)dxdt ≤ C.
Corollary 4.8. Settings are as above. For any 0 < T ′ ≤ T , ∫
0≤t≤T ′ U(µ(t))dt→ 0 as → 0.
Proof. By the Euclidean Logarithmic Sobolev inequality (see [13] [8]) and the fact that u(t) is supported
in Ω(t), ∫
Ω(t)
u log udx ≤ d
2
log(
1
2pide
∫
Ω(t)
|∇u|2
u
dx).
Write U(t) := U(µ(t)). Then∫ T
0
exp
(
−1U(t)) dt ≤ C ∫
ΩT
|∇u|2
u
dxdt ≤ C−2.
We used Lemma 4.7 and the regularity of V,W in the last inequality. Now for  small enough, assume
2eN ≥ N holds for all N ≥ − 12 . Thus∫ T
0
−1U(t)dt ≤
∫ T
0
−
1
2 dt+
∫
U(t)≥ 12
−1U(t)dt
≤ C− 12 +
∫ T
0
2 exp
(
−1U(t)) dt ≤ C− 12
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which finishes the proof. 
The following lemma is one important ingredient to the proof of the convergence. Note it is possible
that µ /∈ the proper domain of φ1 (or equivalently of φ), the plan is to regularize it and replace it by
a µ˜ ∈ P2a . As explained in the introduction, we look for a µ˜ with density function uniformly bounded
by −α for some 0 < α < 1. Additionally we need dµ(µ, µ˜) to be small where dµ(·, ·) is the Pseudo-
Wasserstein metric with base µ. As a remark, this is stronger than requiring dW (µ, µ˜) to be small.
Lemma 4.9. Given any µ ∈ P2(Ω), v ∈ Pa2 (Ω) where Ω is a bounded, convex subset of Rd. For any
s > 0 small enough, there exists µs ∈ P2a(Ω) such that
dv(µ, µs) ≤ Cs and
max {µs(x), x ∈ Ω} ≤ s−d.
The constant C only depends on the diameter and the volume of Ω.
Proof. Without loss of generality, suppose Ω has volume 1 in Euclidean measure. Let e be the Euclidean
measure restricted in Ω and then e ∈ P2a(Ω). Since v is absolutely continuous, tev and tµv exist and tev is
one to one on Ω outside a v zero measure subset. Let
µs :=
(
((1− s)tµv + stev)# v
)
be the generalized geodesic joining µ, e with base v, which is defined as in Definition 9.2.2 [1]. Due to
the convexity of the domain, we have µs ∈ P2(Ω). By Proposition 2.6.4 [7], the generalized geodesic is
of constant speed in the sense that
dv(µ, µs) = sdv(µ, e).
Since the domain is bounded, dv(µ, e) is uniformly bounded for all probability measures v, µ, e. We
deduce that dv(µ, µs) ≤ Cs.
Now we show the pointwise boundedness of µs. Let ϕ = χBr (x) which equals 1 in Br and 0 outside.
Thus ∫
Ω
ϕdµs =
∫
Ω
ϕ ((1− s)tµv + stev) dv = v
{
((1− s)tµv + stev)−1Br(x)
}
(4.16)
Write S := ((1− s)tµv + stev)−1Br(x). By definition
vol {Br(x)} = vol {((1− s)tµv + stev)S} .
Now we apply Brunn-Minkowski inequality (Lemma 2.1) to find the above
≥ vol {stevS} = sdv(S).
So
v(S) ≤ s−dvol{Br(x)} = vol {B0(1)} (r
s
)d.
By (4.16), for any ϕ = χBr (x) we find out
1
vol {Br(x)}
∫
Ω
ϕdµs ≤ s−d.
This shows that us is an L
∞ function in Ω with bound s−d. 
Now we give our main theorem in the second part of this paper.
Theorem 4.3. Assume (C1)-(C4)(O1)(O2) hold and µ0 ∈ Dom(φ1, 0). Suppose ΩT is bounded and
Ω(t) is convex for all t. Let µ be the unique weak solutions to equations (1.5) and µ be the unique weak
solution to equation (1.2). Then there exist some constants c, C depending on the universal constants
and the domain such that
d2W (µ, µ
)(t) ≤ C 1d+2 tect for all t ∈ [0, T ].
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Proof. For any ω1 ∈ Pa2 (Ω(t)), let µs := (stω1µ + (1 − s)i)#µ with µ = µ(t). The convexity of
the domain implies µs ∈ Pa2 (Ω(t)). For any Fre´chet subdifferential of φ at µ (see section 10 [1])
ξ ∈ L2(µ;Rd), we have
lim inf
s→0
φ(µs)− φ(µ)
s
≥
∫
Ω(t)
〈ξ, tω1µ − i〉dµ.
By (C3), φ is λ˜−convex for λ˜ = min{λ, 3λ}. So by the Characterization by Variational inequalities
and monotonicity in 10.1.1 [1],
φ(µs)− φ(µ)
s
≤ φ(ω1)− φ(µ)− λ˜
2
(1− s)d2W (ω1, µ).
Then we take s→ 0 and find
φ(ω1)− φ(µ) ≥
∫
Ω(t)
〈ξ, tω1µ − i〉dµ +
λ˜
2
d2W (ω1, µ
). (4.17)
By the JKO scheme, µ is a gradient flow solution and we can choose ξ = −v, the tangent velocity
field of µ.
Similarly since µ is a gradient flow solution, ξ := Px,t(−∇V −∇W ∗ µ) = −v is one Fre´chet subdif-
ferential of φ at µ and then for any ω2 ∈ P2(Ω(t))
φ(ω2)− φ(µ) ≥
∫
Ω(t)
〈ξ, tω2µ − i〉dµ+
λ˜
2
d2W (ω2, µ). (4.18)
For each t we use Lemma 4.9 to modify µ. Take v = µ, s = 
1
d+2 and let µ˜ = µs ∈ Pa2 (Ω(t)) with
µ˜ = u˜Ld. Then for all 0 ≤ t ≤ T
max {u˜(x, t)} ≤ − dd+2 , dµ(µ˜, µ) ≤ C 1d+2 .
Plug in ω1 = µ˜ in (4.17),
φ (µ˜(t))− φ (µ(t)) ≥
∫
Ω(t)
〈ξ, tµ˜µ − i〉dµ +
λ˜
2
d2W (µ˜, µ
)
≥
∫
Ω(t)
〈ξ, tµµ − i〉dµ +
∫
Ω(t)
〈ξ, tµ˜µ − tµµ〉dµ +
λ˜
2
(dW (µ, µ
) + C
1
d+2 )2.
Let γ be an optimal transport plan between µ, µ. The above
≥
∫
Ω(t)2
〈ξ(y), x− y〉dγ +
∫
Ω(t)
〈ξ, tµ˜µ − tµµ〉dµ − Cd2W (µ, µ)− C
2
d+2 . (4.19)
Take w2 = µ
 in (4.18),
φ (µ(t))− φ (µ(t)) ≥
∫
Ω(t)
〈ξ(x), y − x〉dγ + λ˜
2
d2W (µ, µ
). (4.20)
Next by Ho¨lder’s inequality∣∣∣∣∫
ΩT
〈ξ, tµ˜µ − tµµ〉dµdt
∣∣∣∣ ≤ (∫
ΩT
|ξ|2dµdt
) 1
2
(∫
ΩT
|tµ˜µ − tµµ |2dµdt
) 1
2
.
By Lemma 4.7,
∫
ΩT
|ξ|2dµdt is uniformly bounded and(∫
Ω(t)
|tµ˜µ − tµµ |2dµ
) 1
2
= dµ(µ, µ˜)
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is the Pseudo-Wasserstein distance induced by µ ∈ Pa2 . So∣∣∣∣∫
ΩT
〈ξ, tµ˜µ − tµµ〉dµdt
∣∣∣∣ ≤ C ∫ T
0
dµ(µ, µ˜)dt ≤ C 1d+2T.
This inequality as well as (4.19) (4.20) gives for any T ′ ∈ [0, T ]∫
ΩT ′
2
〈−ξ(x) + ξ(y), x− y〉dγdt ≤
∫ T ′
0
(U(µ˜(t))− U(µ(t)))dt+ C
∫ T ′
0
d2W (µ, µ
)dt+ C
1
d+2T ′.
Because u˜(x, t) ≤ − dd+2 pointwise and the domain is bounded, we have∫ T ′
0
U(µ˜)dt = 
∫
ΩT ′
(u˜ log u˜)(x, t)dxdt ≤ C 1d+2T ′.
Also note (u log u) is bounded below, we have −U(µ(t)) ≤ C. Then∫
ΩT ′
2
〈−ξ(x) + ξ(y), x− y〉dγdt ≤ C
∫ T ′
0
d2W (µ, µ
)dt+ C
1
d+2T ′. (4.21)
By Theorem 8.4.7 and Lemma 4.3.4 from [1], we find
d
dt
d2W (µ, µ
) ≤ 2
∫
Ω(t)
2
〈v(x)− v(y), x− y〉dγ = 2
∫
Ω(t)
2
〈ξ(y)− ξ(x), x− y〉dγ.
By (4.21) and d2W (µ, µ
)(0) = 0, we deduce that
d2W (µ, µ
)(T ′) ≤ C
∫ T ′
0
d2W (µ, µ
)dt+ δ()T ′
for all T ′ ∈ [0, T ] and δ() = C 1d+2 for some constant C depends only on the domain and universal
constants. Then Gronwall’s inequality finishes the proof that we have
d2W (µ, µ
)(t) ≤ δ()tect.
Actually if we keep track of the constants, δ() ≤ Cβ for all β ∈ (0, 1d+1 ) where C depends on β, λ,
the volumes and diameters of Ω(t), t ∈ [0, T ]. 
Appendix A. Remark on the Modification Lemma
We make a remark that the modification of µ done in Lemma 4.9 can not be replaced by simply
convoluting µ with a smooth, positive, compactly supported function. We want to show that, the
difference between one measure and a “small perturbation” (including convolutions) of it can be large
in the Pseudo-Wasserstein metric for some base measure. To illustrate the main idea, let us consider the
following base measure v which is a sum of delta masses. And instead of convolution, we first consider
small shifts.
Suppose in R2,  > 0,
v =
1
2
δ(−1,0) +
1
2
δ(1,0), µ1 =
1
2
δ(−,1) +
1
2
δ(,−1), µ2 =
1
2
δ(,1) +
1
2
δ(−,−1).
Then the optimal transport maps from v to µi are
tµ1v (x) =
{
(,−1) when x = (1, 0),
(−, 1) when x = (−1, 0); t
µ2
v (x) =
{
(, 1) when x = (1, 0),
(,−1) when x = (−1, 0).
So
d2v(µ1, µ2) =
∫
R2
|tµ1v − tµ2v |2dv = 4.
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For small , geometrically µ2 is just a small perturbation of µ1. This shows that a little shift may
cause a large difference in Pseudo-Wasserstein metric. And so it is possible that the convolution of µ
with 1
d
ϕ( · ) (ϕ is a bump function and  is a small positive value) is far away from µ in view of the
Pseudo-Wasserstein metric.
Appendix B. Proof of Proposition 3.1
To solve this ODE, we cite the following result from [11] about the existence of differential inclusions.
Theorem B.1. (Theorem 5.1 [11]) Assume S(t) = Ω(t)
N ⊂ RdN satisfies the following:
for each t ∈ [0, T ], S(t) is nonempty and r-prox-regular;
the set S(t) varies absolutely continuously (see (H3) [11]).
Also assume that F : RdN × [0, T ]→ {nonempty convex compact subsets of RdN} satisfies:
F (x, t) is upper semicontinuous in (x, t);
there exists β(t) ∈ L1([0, T ],R) non-negative, such that |F (x, t)| ≤ β(t)(1 + |x|).
Then for any x0 ∈ Ω(0)N , the following sweeping process with perturbation − x˙(t) ∈ N
(
Ω(t)
N
, x(t)
)
+ F (x(t), t) a.e. t ∈ I,
x(0) = x0
has at least one absolutely continuous (in supremum norm) solution x(t). Here N
(
Ω(t)
N
, x(t)
)
denotes
the normal cone at x(t) if x(t) is on the boundary, otherwise it is an empty set.
In our case of C1 boundary, the normal cone simply means the collection of all outer normal vectors.
Then we prove the following proposition.
Proof. (of Proposition 3.1) To apply Theorem B.1, we need to verify all the conditions. Proposition 2.5
in [4] showed that if Ω(t) is r-prox-regular then so is Ω(t)N . The absolute continuity of Ω(t)N follows
from condition (O1). Also the upper semi-continuity of w(µ)(x, t) follows from the definition (3.2). We
may write w(x, t) for abbreviation. For each N and all t, the linear growth of |w(·, t)| can be proved by
definition as well as estimate (3.3).
In all, the assumptions in Theorem B.1 are satisfied, and thus there exists x(t) = (x1, ..., xN )(t)
absolutely continuous such that − x˙(t) ∈ N
(
Ω(t)
N
, x(t)
)
− (w(x1, t), ..., w(xN , t)) , a.e. t ≥ 0,
x(t) ∈ Ω(t)N , x(0) = (x1,0, x2,0...xN,0).
Then we show the solutions above are the solutions for the projected systems similarly as did in
Lemma 2.4 [4]. Write −x˙i(t) = hi(x, t)− w(xi, t). Note for x ∈ Ω(t)N ,
h(x, t) = (h1, ..., hN )(x, t) ∈ N(Ω(t)N , x(t)) ⇐⇒ hi(x, t) ∈ N(Ω(t), xi(t)).
So we can write ki(x, t)n(xi, t) = hi(x, t) such that
x˙i(t) = w(xi, t)− ki(x, t)n(xi, t).
Set ki(x, t) = 0 if xi(t) /∈ ∂Ω(t) and we have ki ≥ 0. Claim
w(xi, t)− ki(x, t)n(xi, t) = Px,t (w(xi, t)) a.e. in time.
Since xi(·) is absolutely continuous in R, we only need to consider all the t ∈ [0, T ] where xi(t) are
differentiable. Also we only need to consider the case when xi(t) ∈ ∂Ω(t). Because xi(t) is supported in
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Ω(t), x˙i(t) · n(xi, t) ≤ c(xi, t). If x˙i · n = c, we have w(xi, t) · n(xi, t) ≥ c(xi, t). By definition of Px,t, we
only need to check the equality in the normal direction that
Px,t (w(xi, t)) · n(xi, t) = c(xi, t) = (w(xi, t)− ki(x, t)n(xi, t)) · n(xi, t).
If x˙i(t) · n(xi, t) < c(xi, t), in view of the continuity of c(x, t), xi(t′) is in the interior of Ω(t) a.e. for t′
close to t. Then by continuity, ki(x, t) = 0. We also have at t
Px,t (w(xi, t)) = w(xi, t) = w(xi, t)− ki(x, t)n(xi, t).
So (3.1) is satisfied a.e. for all t. 
Appendix C. Proof of Theorem 4.2
Proof. Let µ be a solution to equation (4.1) with initial data µ0. First we show that u(t) is bounded
in L2 norm. Let ηι(x) be a space mollifier: a non-negative function supported in Bι(ι << 1) with total
mass 1. Set
uι(x) =
∫
Ω
ηι(x− y)u(y)dy =: ηι ∗ u(x).
Since u(t) ∈ L1(Ω), we have for each t, uι(t)→ u(t) in L1(Ω). Fix any function ϕ ∈ C∞c ((0, T )) and x,
then ηι(x− ·)ϕ(t) is a smooth function. From the definition of weak solutions∫ T
0
uι(x, t)ϕ′(t)dt =
∫ T
0
ϕ(t)
∫
Ω
(∇u+∇V u+ (∇W ∗ µ)u) (y, t) · ∇yηι(x− y)dydt.
This implies that for all x and ι
uι(x, ·) ∈W 1,∞([0, T ], dt) and
∂
∂t
uι(x, t) =
∫
Ω
(∇u+∇V u+ (∇W ∗ µ)u) ∗ ∇ηιdy a.e. dt.
By multiplying uι on both sides and integrating over Ω, we deduce for a.e. dt
1
2
d
dt
‖uι‖2L2(Ω) =
∫
Ω2
(∇u+∇V u+ (∇W ∗ µ)u) (y) · (∇xηι(x− y))uι(x)dydx
= −
∫
Ω
(∇u+∇V u+ (∇W ∗ µ)u) (y) · (∇ηι ∗ (ηι ∗ u)) (y)dy
= −
∫
Ω
(∇u+∇V u+ (∇W ∗ µ)u) ∗ ηι · ∇uιdx.
Since |D2V |, |D2W | are bounded in compact sets and ηι is supported in a small ball,
|(∇V u) ∗ ηι −∇V uι| = O(ι)uι,
| ((∇W ∗ µ)u) ∗ ηι − (∇W ∗ µ)uι| = O(ι)uι.
Then for a.e. dt:
1
2
d
dt
‖uι‖2L2(Ω) ≤ −
∫
Ω
(|∇uι|2 + uι∇V · ∇uι + uι∇W ∗ µ · ∇uι)dx+ Cι
∫
Ω
uι|∇uι|dx
≤ −‖∇uι‖2L2(Ω) + C‖uι‖L2(Ω)‖∇uι‖L2(Ω) ≤ C‖uι‖2L2(Ω).
In the above, we used the boundedness of ∇V,∇W and mean inequality. Also notice that µ(·) is an
absolutely continuous curve in P2a(Ω), so uι(t)dx→ uι0dx in Wasserstein distance as t→ 0. By Gronwall
inequality, we find out that for t ≤ T , uι is uniformly bounded in L2(Rd; dx). Then there’s a subsequence
of uι(·) that converges to w(·) in L2(Ω× [0, T ]; dxdt) for some w(·). But since uι → u in L1(Ω× [0, T ]),
u(·) = w(·) in L2(Ω × [0, T ]). By uniform boundedness of uι in L2(Ω), u(t) is uniformly bounded in
L2(Ω) for almost all t ∈ [0, T ].
Now suppose there are two solutions µi = uiLd(i = 1, 2) to equation (4.1) with initial data µi0. Let
ρ = u1 − u2 and ρι = ρ ∗ ηι. We know
ριt = (∇ρ+∇V ρ+ (∇W ∗ µ1)u1 − (∇W ∗ µ2)u2) ∗ ∇ηι.
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Thus
1
2
d
dt
‖ρι‖2L2(Ω) = −
∫
Ω
(|∇ρι|2 + ρι∇V · ∇ρι)dx−
∫
Ω2
(∇W (x− y) · ∇ρι(x) ρ(y)uι1(x)
+∇W (x− y) · ∇ρι(x)u2(y)ρι(x)) dydx+O(ι)
∫
Ω
ρι|∇ρι|+ uι1|∇ρι|dx. (C.1)
Notice ∣∣∣∣∫
Ω
(∇W ∗ ρ) · ∇ρι uι1dx
∣∣∣∣ ≤ C ∫
Ω(t)
|ρ|dx
∫
Ω
|uι1∇ρι|dx
≤ C ‖ρ‖L2(Ω(t)) ‖uι1‖L2(Ω) ‖∇ρι‖L2(Ω)
≤ C‖ρ‖L2(Ω(t))‖∇ρι‖L2(Ω),
and
∣∣∣∣∫
Ω
(∇W ∗ µ2) · ∇ρι ριdx
∣∣∣∣ ≤ C‖ρι‖L2(Ω)‖∇ρι‖L2(Ω).
By (C.1) and mean inequality, we deduce
1
2
d
dt
‖ρι‖2Ω ≤ C‖ρι‖2L2(Ω) + C‖ρ‖2L2(Ω).
Since ρι(·, t) → ρ(·, t) in L2(Ω) a.e.dt, by Gronwall we have the stability result which also shows the
uniqueness of solutions in L2 norm. 
Appendix D. Proof of Lemma 4.7
Proof. Recall the JKO scheme (4.8), let µτ be defined as the discrete solution with time step τ . From
the above we know that for t ≤ T , µτ converges to µ uniformly in Wasserstein metric. For abbreviation,
write µ,kτ = µ

τ (kτ). We want to show that µ
,k
τ has a finite metric slope at time kτ . As did in Lemma
3.1.3 (Slope estimate) [1], let v ∈ Dom(φ, kτ). Then
φ(µ,kτ )− φ(v) ≤
1
2τ
(
d2W (v, µ
,k−1
τ )− d2W (µ,k−1τ , µ,kτ )
)
≤ 1
2τ
dW (v, µ
,k
τ )(dW (v, µ
,k−1
τ ) + dW
(
µ,k−1τ , µ
,k
τ )
)
.
Then
|∂φ(kτ)|(µ,kτ ) = lim sup
v→µ,kτ
(
φ(µ,kτ )− φ(v)
)+
dW (v, µ
,k
τ )
≤ lim sup
v→µ,k
1
2τ
(dW (v, µ
,k−1
τ ) + dW
(
µ,k−1τ , µ
,k
τ )
)
=
dW (µ
,k−1
τ , µ
,k
τ )
τ
.
Next by Proposition 4.3,
τ
∑
1≤k≤T/τ
|∂φ,k(kτ)|(µ,kτ ) ≤
 ∑
1≤k≤T/τ
d2W (µ
,k
τ , µ
,k−1
τ )
τ
 12 ≤ C. (D.1)
The constant C above is independent of τ, .
Let t ∈ L2(dµ,kτ ,Rd) be a transport map which is µ,kτ −a.e. differentiable and compactly supported
in Ω(kτ). Write ts = (1− s)i + st. For s small,
φ(µ,kτ )− φ(ts#µ,kτ ) =
∫
Ω(kτ)
−u,kτ log(detDts)dx+
∫
Ω(kτ)
〈∇V +∇W ∗ µ,kτ , ts − i〉dµ,kτ
+C
(‖D2V ‖L∞ + ‖D2W‖L∞)(∫
Ω(kτ)
|ts − i|2dµ,kτ
)
.
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Due to the expansion detDts = 1 + str∇(t− i) + o(s) as well as the compact support of t− i in Ω(kτ),
we find the above
=
∫
Ω(kτ)
〈vτ , ts − i〉dµτ + o (dW (µτ , ts#µτ )) .
Here v,kτ := 
∇u,kτ
u,kτ
+∇V +∇W ∗µ,kτ . Note dW (µ,kτ , ts#µ,kτ ) = sdW (µ,kτ , tµ,kτ ). We divide the above
by s and let s→ 0 to obtain∫
Ω(kτ)
〈v,kτ , t〉dµτ ≤ |∂φ(kτ)|(u,kτ )‖t‖L2(dµ,kτ )
Since t can be any compactly supported vector field, we have(∫
Ω(kτ)
|v,kτ |2dµ,kτ
)
≤ C|∂φ(kτ)|(u,kτ ).
Let us define
vτ (t) := v
,k
τ if t ∈ ((k − 1)τ, kτ ].
Then by (4.8), (D.1), vτ ∈ L2(uτdxdt,Rd) with a bound independent of both τ and . Recall µτ → µ
in Wasserstein metric uniformly for all t ∈ [0, T ], then by Theorem 5.4.4 [1] vτ converges weakly to some
w ∈ L2(udxdt,Rd). From the previous discussion and the equation, we know that vτ converges weakly
to v = ∇u

u +∇V +∇W ∗ µ. It is not hard to see that such limit is unique, so we have v = w a.e.
dµdt. This finishes the proof with C independent of  
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